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Parking woes;
no guarantees
By John Meyer
Staff Writer
Is San Jose State University
greedy or is it accommodating
its students?
The university sells almost
three times as many parking
permits as there are parking
spaces available.
David Sharp, manager of
SJSU Cashiering Services, said
since SJSU is a commuter
school, cashiering services has
to accommodate everyone who
wants to buy a parking pass.
"When you purchase a parking pass you are not guaranteed
a space," Sharp said. "We can’t
refuse to sell a permit."
So far this fall, 12,934 parking permits have been issued,
according to SJSU cashiering
services. Most of the permits
sold allow students to park anytime, but there are also permits
that specify disabled, residence
halls, night and one-day-a-week
parking. The number does not
include the $2-a-day permits
sold at Seventh Street Garage

or stolen permits.
There are 7,346 parking
spaces available at SJSU,
according to Sgt. Leon Aguirre
Police
of the University
Department. These spaces are
found in the Fourth, Seventh
and Tenth Street Garages, the
Park and Ride Lot near Spartan
Stadium and the employee-only
paved lots. Aguirre estimated
that 1,500 to 2,000 employees
have separate passes and twothirds of them park during the
day, the busiest parking time.
"I don’t think you can sell
something you don’t have," said
Amy Yorkey, a hospitality management major.
Other students think money
is the main issue the university
is concerned with.
"I think it’s stupid," said
Shaun Murray, a junior SJSU
basketball player. "It doesn’t
sound right because they’re just
trying to make money"
Sharp doesn’t think the problems with parking are due to
overselling parking permits.
See Parking, page 12

Scott Lechner, Spartan Dail,
Commuting SJSU students attempting to use Fourth Street Garage are instructed to use the Park and Ride located a mile south of campus.

SJSU fields track exhibit
Display highlights
1950s and ’60s
Olympic memorabilia
compiled by alum
By Amy Bankston
Staff Writer

Shay O’Reilly/Spartan Daily
Casside Carroln, a Human Performance major, checked out the
Track and Field display inside the Clark Library on Monday. The display exhibits track and field athletes from the late ’50s and ’60s.

Runners, on your mark. Get
set. Go!
The "Speed City" exhibit is
currently on display for the
month of October, in Clark and
Wahlquist
Libraries and
Washington Square Hall, to
honor several of the fastest
humans on earth, who at one
time raced for what was then
San Jose State College in the
1950s and 1960s.
The three-part exhibit is
designed by 1987 San Jose
State University journalism
graduate Urla Hill. It is a composition of photos, articles,
plaques and memorabilia,
that’s purpose is to bring the
history and past accomplishments of minority track athletes on this campus, to the
attention of students today.
"Speed City is my personal
contribution of black sports
history to the world," said Hill,
who is also a 1996 graduate of
African American Studies.
According to
Hill, the
"Speed City" exhibit is the
story of how the San Jose
State College track and field

team attained worldwide
recognition through a commitment to recruit people of color,
in a time well before affirmative action.
"Honestly, I thought the
exhibit was interesting," biology major Josephine Jose said.
"I didn’t realize the runners
were
Olympians.
That’s amazing."
The various Spartan
track teams,
by
coached
Bud Winter
during his 30year tenure,
a
produced
total of 27
exhibit
Olympians
102
and
National
Collegiate Athletic Association
All-Americans.
Several famous track runners are recognized in the
"Speed City" exhibit. They
include: Ray Norton, Tommy
Smith, John Carlos and Bob
Poynter, all of who struggled
with
racial discrimination
while on the track and field
team, said Hill.
These men are all honored
in the exhibit, as a way of paying tribute to what Hill
describes as, the forgotten
heroes of SJSU.

"There is just not enough
emphasis placed on sports history here at San Jose State
University, and nothing is
being done about it: Hill said.
"I just want the students to
have a connection to the history of the campus."
Clark
The
Library display of
the exhibit is titled,
"The Speed City
Years," in which
items such as a
1969 San Jose State
College letterman
jacket,
a
1960
Spartan track jersey and a pair of 9.9
Adidas spikes can
all be viewed from
Lida Hill outside a glass case.
A second part of
designer
the "Speed City"
exhibit,
titled
"Black Power," can
be found inside the entrance of
Wahlquist Library.
At this display, a speech
given by Tommy Smith is posted near a photo of his protest
on the winner’s podium with
John Carlos, at the 196S
Olympic Games in Mexico
City. In the photo, the runners
each have a black-gloved fist,
raised above their heads, as a
gesture of "Black Power," that
resulted
in
each
being
stripped of their Olympic
medals.
See Speed, page 12

"Speed City is
my personal
contribution of
black sports
history to the
world."

For a program with 15 members and a
treasury of $18, the California Coalition
for Alternatives to the Death Penalty
(CCADP), reaches above and beyond
their total sum.
"Although we are small in numbers
we do a lot of stuff," said volunteer South
Bay Coordinator Terry McCaffrey. "But
we try to meet once a month to talk
about issues regarding alternatives to
the death penalty."
The program recently issued a "mis-

sion stattment" written by San Jose
State University graduate student Joni
Thissen. The statement entails the program’s objectives and beliefs.
"(We are) dedicated to abolishing the
death penalty as well as working for reasonable alternatives to the death penalty. We work towards educating others
about the negative affects of the death
penalty while recognizing and respecting the victims and the victims’ families...We believe that the death penalty
is an inhumane practice that does not
teach society and society’s children to
deal with conflict in a nonviolent way."
"It is important that students from

San Jose State University join," said
founding member Sandeep Vaidya.
"They have fresh perspectives with open
minds. It is important for the students to
know these executions are going on in
the name of the people of California.
Students must realize how wrong this is
and, unless they speak up against the
death penalty, it won’t ever end."
According to McCaffrey, the coalition
contacts defense attorney’s and district
attorneys when murder cases appear, to
pressure them into sparing the accused
from death row. They have worked a
number of cases in California and
recently secured a victory in Mountain

Controversial
process results in
appointment of
former Florida CEO
By Kimberly Lamke
Opinion Editor

View when Wendell Bigelow was
charged for murdering Sherry Downing.
"In the Mountain View case we collected 500 signatures to petition and ask
the district attorney for life without
parole," Vaidya said. "The defense settled
out of court for a lesser charge."
One of the coalition’s goals is to talk to
Gov. Pete Wilson in an attempt to abolish the death penalty in California.
Coalition members feel it could be the
begining to the end.
"California has the highest amount of
inmates on Death Row. Human life is a

Amid controversy over a
selection process shrouded in
relative secrecy. the. California
State University system has
selected a new chancellor,
Charles B Reed.
Reed, 56, served as chancellor of the St ate University
System of Florida since 1985.
The 10-school system. governed
by a hoard of regents of which
Reed served as the chief executive officer, is seen as the closest equal to the CSU system
outside. the. state. of California
in terms of its size and its overall operating budget. according
to CSU public affair- officials.
stole
"We.
Ii tiral k
Chancellor Reed from the. state
of Florida," said Martha
Fallgatter, chairwoman of the
CSU board of trustees and the
chancellor search committee.
"We could not have attained
the highly qualified and talented candidates that we did without ensuring the confidentiality of the search process,"
Fallgatter said "Those who are
upset that the process was too
secretive should not be worried
anymore. We got the best person for the job."
Eric Mitchell, the student
representative on the CSU
Board of Trustees, said that
without the type of search that
was conducted, Reed would not
have been found.
"In an ideal situation the
search process would have
included a lot more faculty and
students," Mitchell said. "But,
you can pretty much guarantee
that if we’d had that kind of

See Peace Center; page 12

See Chancellor, page 12

Death penalty opponents meet at Peace Center
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Writer

Chancellor
selected
for CSU
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Reliving best friend’s death devastating; teaches life lessons
is odd sometimes. One
Lfe
event can change a person’s
nitlook on life and afterward nothing can ever be the
same.
Four years ago today. I lost my
best friend. May. I remember it
was a cold, brisk Saturday morning. On most Saturdays, I would
try to sleep in, but that morning, I
woke up and went downstairs.
Everything was fine until the
phone rang.
When I answered the phone it
was May’s aunt who lived two
houses down from mine. I

assumed she was going to tell me
May was coming to my house. I
was wrong. She told me May died
in a car accident that morning.
Her aunt told me to call our mutual friends and inform them of the
horrible news. She hung up, and I
was left holding the phone, wondering if it was a nightmare.
But it wasn’t, and I knew it.
Since that day, the nightmare
hasn’t ended. On this day every
year, I’m back where I started
as if I haven’t progressed. On a
normal day. I am busy in the
Spartan Daily typing my assign-

1
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Clinton coverage
policy misguided
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Stanford University has gotten its share
of attention this year. With Chelsea
Clinton moving on campus in
September, nearly every major media source
in the United States was on hand to witness
the first daughter’s transition to collegiate
life. So where was Stanford’s campus newspaper in all this action? In the middle of the
mess, catching the latest scoop on Chelsea
sightings? Following her around from class
to class, monitoring her every move?
Hardly. Stanford Daily Editor in Chief
Carolyn Sleeth announced the paper’s new
"Chelsea Clinton policy," basically saying the
paper would leave Clinton alone, raising
questions among the media about whether
the paper was ignoring its journalistic calling to cover the news.
Muddying the situation even further last
week, Stanford columnist Jesse Oxfeld was
fired after writing a column about Clinton.
Though Sleeth defended her action by saying
the dismissal was a result of a "series of
work-related issues," it was apparent the
Clinton incident played a major factor in the
firing.
The Stanford Daily, in its effort to escape
the criticism currently surrounding the sensational side of the media, has instead madu
a debacle of itself. Though the paper should
refuse to cover inane events surrounding
Clinton, it cannot deny the news value inherent with the daughter of the world’s most
powerful leader.
The Daily staff should simply continue
with its normal routine of evaluating the
newsworthiness of stories. If a story involving the famous freshman arises, it should be
judged on an individual basis. By making a
specific policy regarding Clinton, however,
they only contribute to the singling out of
Clinton they are trying so hard to avoid.

life’s tragedies. I have learned that
we have the strength to endure
life’s tragic lessons. I would rather
have gone through this change
with May alongside me, holding
my hand and listening to my sad
and happy moments, but I accept
it won’t happen. It can’t happen
anymore.
There was a different path for
May one I can’t deny her. I can’t
keep wishing for her back; I need
to move on. I know this pain will
never separate from my heart and
my memories of her and our
friendship will never fade.

past tragic events
ments, but on every
over time. Yet, I have
Oct. 9 everything
difficulty with the latchanges. I exchange
ter.
my usual happy-goFour years ago, I
lucky attitude with a
felt the most anger
somber, depressed
and grief in my whole
mood. Igo home to my
life. I didn’t know
family and friends,
what to do. Since the
not to laugh and
accident, I struggle
party, but to rememdaily with my anger:
ber an old friend who
INGRID PEREZ when I hear someone
died too Rm.
I try to think about what I’ve has died in an automobile wreck
anger surges within me.
learned from this experience: the
Now, I admit I am a different
meaning of friendship, the value
of life and a person’s will to move person who isn’t as mad about
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For loathers of the Golden State
Everybody, everywhere
Californians.
hates
They hate how we surf
all day long. They hate how
we, like speak, for sure. They
hate the bleached-blond hair
and the roller blades and the
pierced navels and the tofu eating vegetarians.
They hate the constant sunshine and our perma-tanned
physiques. They hate the
floods-earthquakes-fires-mudslides-El Nino that all get coverage on their local news,
instead of more important stories about the pesky beetles that have converged upon their seven-acre cornfields.
They hate Los Angeles because of the rampaging gangs and weekly riots. They hate San
Francisco for talking children around the
nation into becoming homosexual, happy
grass smokers.
People living in Nevada and Arizona are
counting the minutes until the long-awaited
California collapse into the Pacific Ocean,
which will turn their hellish desert surroundings into luxurious beach-front property.
Our Oregonian neighbors despise us more
than they do the rain that pelts their log cabins 11 months each year. If you have a
Golden-State license plate on your car in
Oregon, don’t expect much northern hospitality from the flannel-wearing lumberjacks.
Neighboring states can’t stand the
Californians who have infiltrated their state
in search of a slower-paced, less-expensive
lifestyle, which in return increased housing
costs and diversity.
They hate diversity.
I’ve got news for the other 49 states:
Californians don’t like you either. The reason
why we endure the daily traffic jams and skyrocketing cost of living is so we don’t have to
deal with the flat prairies, rednecks and bad

This guest editorial was written hy the staff
of the Daily Skiff the daily paper of Texas
Christian University.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opuuon page with a Letter to the Editor or Cempus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor la a 200-word response to an Untie or
point of view that hae appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a 4150-word away on torrent campus.
political or wine) [Admen
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length
Submission. must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Lettere to the Editor box at the

Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Rental Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to (406)924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
oftleurnalunn and Mad Communication., San Jose Stele
University, One Washington Square, San Jane, CA 9319’2.0149.

School

Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editor., not the Malt

Published opinions and advertisements do not necemearily
reflect the view, of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

weather that the rest of the
nation is forced to ingest.
Californians are used to seeing
three or four different languages
on everything. Por ejemplo, in my
east side neighborhood, the illuminated (for those of you visiting
from
Arkansas, illuminated
means lit up) signs that entice
shoppers to visit local stores are
written primarily in Spanish and
Vietnamese. The ATMs offer more
language choices than the Pope’s
resume.
Who wants to live in a place
where everyone is the same? The
same color skin. The same religious beliefs.
The same kind of car with the same kind of
gunrack.
Californians can experience the world from
our front porch. In Tennessee, you can experience your neighbor Bud and his cousin/wife
Thelma as they prepare themselves for a long
day of catfishing.
And the weather. You know when you go to
the zoo and you see the cuddly flesh-eating
Nigerian lions and you marvel in their
strength and natural beauty, well that is how
I feel about snow. It’s nice to visit occasionally, but I wouldn’t want to fight it everyday just
to get my yuppie-utility vehicle out of my driveway.
The snow that blankets the northern half of
the nation is a perfect camouflage for the overwhelmingly predominant skin pigment that
paints the landscape. Luckily, it doesn’t snow
much on Southerners or their magenta-colored necks would stick out like the lead reindeer’s nose during a Christmas Eve blizzard.
I think I’ll stick to the smog and the surfboards. Hang ten, dude.
Dustin Shekel’ is a Senior Staff Writer for
the Spartan Daily.

Acceptance has been the key to
overcoming May’s death. I realize
I will feel her loss regardless of
so I cope with
what I try to do
it.
Today, I will reminisce about
the profound contribution May
made to my life. I will thank God
for allowing me to know her
even if it was only for a short time.
I will visit her grave and lay a yellow rose to let her know our
friendship means as much as it
did four years ago.
Ingrid Perez is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

Skateboarding is not a
crime; sport gives kids
alternative to violence
may not be an endangered species or
Tley
an animal class on the verge of extinction
but young skateboarders are definitely a
hunted breed.
When I was in traffic court last month, I was
surprised to see two young boys who were
extremely out of place
waiting for their turn
with the judge. To my
astonishment
these
kids were cited and
charged $50 each for
simply crossing the
street on their skateboards.
Maybe lawmakers
don’t know that skate- DOUG BURKHARDT
boarding is now a recognized sport worldwide. The X-games and
Extreme Sports are two of the many promoters
who fund street and ramp competitions which
are broadcast throughout the nation on the
Sports Channel and ESPN.
Maybe police officers don’t understand the
dedication and commitment it takes to become a
good rider. Skateboarding, like many sports,
takes balance, agility, creativity and a lot of hard
work. It takes years to be able to complete the
tricks and difficult routines that successful skateboarders invent.
These two kids were just crossing a street.
They were not in a private parking lot scraping
up curbs, walk rails or an unfortunate automobile. They were crossing a road.
This made me think what if all athletes were
treated this way? What if police officers harassed
people who jog, bicycle or just throw the Frisbee
around at the park? Why do kids, who could be
doing drugs or hanging out in gangs, have to
dodge the law for doing something constructive
with their time?
I am not saying these kids may not be future
doctors, lawyers and scholars, but they are our
future. Skateboarding is a lot more productive
than some of the things kids could be doing.
In many areas of California this problem has
grown out of control. Santa Cruz Skateboards
has launched a promotion called "Skateboarding
is not a crime." The goal of this campaign is to
spread these words to create a change of attitude
towards skateboarders.
Instead of wasting all this money on restrictive signs and paying police to enforce the laws,
local governments could use these funds to build
skate parks and tighter bonds between the youth
and law enforcement.
I understand that in some areas skateboards
should be restricted. But the public needs to
accept the fact that skateboarding has evolved
into a huge market. People don’t understand kids
can turn to their skateboard hit the concrete and
release a lot of their hostility. Skateboarding is
not a crime, rather it is a way of life.., deal with
it.
Doug Burkhardt is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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response to the article "Can I
Inget fries with that shake..."
31 the author, Travis
I Oct.
Peterson, does not agree with men
working at "Hooters."
Let me remind you that the three
guys sued the restaurant for discrimination; that is how badly they wanted to work there. Blame your own
gender for ruining the image of the
REAL MAN.
What makes Mr. Peterson think
that it’s okay for "chicks" to work
there but not men? Maybe these guys
also wanted to experience some butt
slapping.
The real motive behind their lawsuit was to work with half naked
women. This kind of work would be
nothing but pleasurable for most of
the men.
Another thing that I wanted to say

1,

Salts,. gpartan Daily
one Washington Square
San Joao. CA ,S113-0145

It

"In conclusion,
just wanted to tell Mr.
Peterson that women
don’t have hooters or
boobs but rather,
breasts, and that’s
not just being politically correct, but
respectful."

about Peterson’s column is that only
a male chauvinist would say that a
stereotypical male desires: "beer,
boobs and burgers."
Do you realize, Mr. Peterson, how
this one sentence makes all REAL
MEN look? It makes them look like
jerks.
I don’t think that a restaurant like
this should exist, but because it does
let’s respect the people of both genders who work there.
In conclusion, I just wanted to tell
Mr. Peterson that women don’t have
hooters or boobs but rather, breasts,
and that’s not just being politically
correct, but respectful.

Katrina Toranski
Journalism
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Caffeine aids students in daily grind
By Travis Peterson
Staff Writer
With summer coming to a
close, cold weather and tests are
sure to drive SJSU students to
drug abuse.
That drug is caffeine.
With drinks like the "Grog
Buster" (containing two shots of
espresso) and "Rocket Fuel"
(containing four shots of espresso) Jazzland Coffee is supplying the caffeine fix that many
students crave.
Some SJSU students need
coffee more frequently than others.
"I certainly, absolutely could
not live without coffee," student
Danny Ortega said. "It wakes
me up. The first thing I do,
before anything else in the
morning, is make a pot of coffee."
Kyle Wolverton of Jazzland
Coffee said it doesn’t take a
rocket scientist to figure out
when students need caffeine the
most.
"(Business) goes gangbusters
at the beginning of the semester," Wolverton said. "Then people drop classes and it really
fluctuates with the weather and
students, but finals is definitely
busy."
Even those students who
don’t have the coffee monkey
permanently affixed to their
backs will turn to the urn when
necessary.
"I don’t drink a lot of coffee.
When I have nothing to do and
time to kill I grab a drink," student Gerry Panganiban said.
"But if I have a midterm. I have
a stovetop espresso maker at
home that I use."
Students are not the only
SJSU residents who crave caffeine.
"We see a lot of professors,"
Grant Ishizaki, Jazzland general manager, said. "Especially in
the Business Tower because
there’s so many offices."

Churches ’welcome’
gays and lesbians
By Belinda Amaya
Staff Writer

Mitch Cartwright/ Spw-t,,,, Mitt,

Louie Barletta, art education major, mixes up a piping hot double mocha at Jazzland’s MacQuarrie
Hall location, one of four caffiene outlets on the SJSU campus.
If so many people are drink- a person with an abnormal considered "safe" standards.
Frontier Coffees has develing coffee and some are using heartbeat should stay away
Vivarin for those late nights of from products such as Vivarin. oped a new process which does
studying, caffeine has to he It also warns against the use of not use any chemicals to draw
Vivarin and coffee in conjunc- the caffeine out of the beans,
healthy, right?
Caffeine, the main ingredient tion with each other because of paving the way for a healthier
decaffeinated coffee.
in Vivarin and coffee, is not ben- the high doses of caffeine.
But many feel that decafThe best substitute for cafefiting your health according to
Facts
"Drugs:
and feine, according to the manual, feinated coffee, no matter how
safe, will never replace ca IComparisons," a monthly publi- is a good night’s sleep.
Think switching to decaf- feinated coffee simply becati,
cation aimed zit pharmacists.
According to the manual, caf- feinated coffee will solve your decaf doesn’t offer the caffi.me
kick.
feine can cause jitters, insom- problems? Think again.
Wolverton says that there is
According to the Frontier
nia, light headedness. and in
extreme cases, a constant ring- Coffees Website, the convention- a definite mood difference in the
al method of decaffeination uses groggy student from before
ing of the ear.
In addition, an extreme case chemical solvents to remove the their first drink of coffee in the
morning to the lively student
of prolonged use would involve caffeine.
Moistened coffee beans are after the caffeine.
taking three 200 mg Vivarin
"College students need us the
tablets three times a day for contacted with methylene chloover a week. The sudden stop- ride or ethyl acetate which most," Wolverton said. "As long
page of this use could produce draws caffeine out of the coffee, as there is school and tests.
minor withdrawal symptoms according to Frontier Coffees. there will be coffee."
Will the caffeine craze ever
such as nausea.
Through more steaming, solThe manual also states that vents are evaporated to what is die? Jazzland doesn’t think so

Even the

Panel members of various
church congregations spoke to
students and staff members of
San Jose State University
making
Wednesday about
churches more affirming to
the special bonds of gays and
lesbians.
Campus Minister Dick Roe
said the purpose of the discussion was to have each panelist
explain why they welcome
gays and lesbians to their
churches. The panel included
First
Sweeney,
Larry
Christian Church; Genavieve
Congregational
Heywood,
Community; Art Mills, Stone
Presbyterian Church; Denis
Metropolitan
Moore,
Church
and
Community
Vaughn F. Beckman, Council
of Churches of Santa Clara
County.
"We believe the Bible
demands that kind of inclusaid.
siveness," Sweeney
"Celebrating the relationships
between people that are
mutually respecting and loving."
Heywood believes in the
importance of having a church
where people are welcomed
and accepted.
Heywood said,"It is critical
tuir us to worship in a place
with those we love who can
worship with us and be true to
who they are."
What gays and lesbians can
find at her church. Heywood
said, is family She said many
families who attend her
church have a family number
who is gay or lesbian.
"We know gay and lesbian
persons are far more than
their sexual orientation...
levwood -Aid. "At our church.

Setting thy licyord

Straight

we want to grow in faith
together, to grow together as
genuine persons."
Mills pointed out that
although his church is open
and affirmed, that does not
take away that they follow
God and worship Christ.
"In 1989, the church voted
to ignore Presbyterian Church
policy," Mills said. "Instead we
elected people to leaders of
position regardless of sexual
orientation."
He said the impact for his
church is that they are completely out of step with the
formal law of their national
church. Instead, Mills said,
his church is in -step with the
laws of the God they follow.
"I’m deeply regretful that
the church of my childhood
has a national policy of treating i homosexual people so
disrespectful." Mills said.
Metropolitan
the
At
Community Church, Moore
said the church was started by
a gay man whom in 1968 was
tired of dealing with homophobia The church wanted to
create a place of worship and
an experience where gays and
lesbians could feel at home;
where sexuality was not a
question.
"It is difficult for me to
underst and why two people of
the same sex loving each other
is a problem," Moore said. "We
need to go beyond homophobia
where it simply doesn’t matter"
See Church, page 12
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many bumps in the road. It is
only after he meets local
bombshell Grace McKenna
played by tiw sultry and sexy
Jennifer Lopez I"Selena"I that
Bobby’s its well as the movie’s
progress mines to it screeching
halt Grace wants Bobby to
help free her from her sleaze ball husband (Nick Nolte).
Lopez plays the part with the
perfect dose of iron -fist-in -a
silk-gliive toughness.
When Stone explores the
McKenna’s
REVIEW relationship
with its hints of
child abuse and
incest,"U-Turn"
veers fatefully
course.
off
Sti1110.ti is never able to imbue
bwr story with the proper gravity or her character with the
proper sympathy. Instead,
Grace comes across as your
standard film noir femme
fat ale.
hustle
almost
Stone’s
works. For a while, the movie
his getaway
cruises along
almost complete. In the final
25 mulutes, the movie begin to
lose its 1110111ent um, splutter
ing to its inevitable stop and
stranding moviegoers in the
middle of nowhere
Stone’s films used to be it
long, hard look into the face of
evil. I fear his lens has lingered there too long because
he seems to have lost his
capacity for horror. Now, he
offers us gallows humor: it’s a
poor and bitter substitute "U Turn" may provide fodder for
would-be philosophers, spinning their intellectual wheels
with discussions of existential
angst I think there’s a simpler
answer "C-Turn" is it dead
end

[111,1

U-TURN
DIRECTOR: Oliver Stone
CAST: Sean Penn, Jennifer
tope/. Nick Nolte, John
Voight, Joaquin Phoenix
RATING:
RUNNING TIME: 125 minutes

Photo Courtesy of Tri-Star Pictures
Bobby Cooper (Sean Penn)

,to a game of lust, madness and money by Grace McKenna (Jennifer Lopez).
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played by Nick Nolte, where
they discuss how Bobby should
kill Grace and for what sum.
Fortuna might have been a
more zippropriate name for
this small Arizona town.
Iltimoi may be all we have
to get us through the night.
Jon Voight play. a blind man
whose
philosophical
and
preachy maxims are undercut
by his witty jokes. He can live
in peace in Superior because
he has embraced nothing.
I loved this film once I
stopped hoping tiir this amoral
Hamlet to "act- and find
redemption in the arms of’
Grace
Superior’s deranged
Ophelia. With the monkey of
ethics off my back, I was free
to enjoy the ride and realize
we ;ire all just food for
worms... will actually, food for
vultures in Superior, Ariz..

redemption story. She appears
a scantily clad sprite who
quickly turns into a siren.
While her husband and Bobby
may have complicated emotions for her, the camera loves
her unconditionally.
Although this is not a
redemption story, I still found
myself clinging to my JudeoChristian ethics, hoping that
the griller stuck in the purgatory of the west would see the
error of his ways, atone, and be
redeemed in California his
promise land. The film eggs on
the audience’s expectations
with the appearance of stigmata 00 Bobby’s hand and a brilliantly constructed confessional made out of a bus station
ticket window
No, there is no hope here,
perhaps only desire. Bobby is
by the hand of fate just
as the camera moves him with
pixellation to the office of Jake
Mckennii, Grace’s husband

Evov
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’Seven’ is Pitt’s lucky number
By Amy Bankston
Staff Writer

the time Brad Pitt finishes
his "Seven Years in Tibet,"
By
you’ll be wishing he had
stayed a lot longer, maybe
even another seven years.
This incredible film, which sweeps
both culture and history to the big
screen, is one of Pitt’s finest performances.
"Seven Years in Tibet," directed by
Jean-Jacques Annaud, is based on the
story of real-life Austrian mountain
climber Heinrich Harrer. In the 1940s,
Harrer traveled to Tibet and befriended the Dalai Lama.
In his remarkable performance as
Harrer, Pitt quickly becomes the seven
year itch that everyone wants to
scratch. While his boyish good looks
only add to the beauty onscreen, Pitt’s
acting ability is nothing short of amazing.
The story is set in Tibet, a place concealed from the world, situated near
the Himalayan mountains. This land is
portrayed as heaven on earth; in actuality, the picture was shot on location
in South America and the Canadian
Rockies.
Even if the landscape is not a real
vision of the Tibet traveled by Harrer,
its majesty is enough to convince
movie-goers why someone would
choose to spend seven years in Tibet.
As the movie begins, Harrer is portrayed as obnoxious and callous an

individual who eagerly places his
career ahead of his family. But as he
attempts to conquer the Nagna Parbat
peak in the Himalayas, he finds himself escaping into Tibet to avoidimprisonment in a prisoner of war camp.
In Tibet, Harrer and his companion
Peter Aufschnaiter (David Thewlis),
stumbled upon an entirely different
culture, ene, in the words of Harrer,
"where people believe the more difficult the journey, the greater one’s
purification."
Harrer finds himself in a place
where time stands still. As he gradually assimilates into the Tibetan
lifestyle, he befriends the Dalai Lama,
Tibet’s spiritual leader.
Harrer teaches the modern way of
life to the 14-year-old Dalai Lama,
such as how movies work, who Jack the
Ripper was and what an elevator is
used for.
However, he also finds himself
embroiled in the Tibetan war against
the Chinese, ruled by communist dictator Mao Tse Tung.
As the story progresses to reveal the
drastic differences between the
Tibetan and modern European cultures, Pitt’s acting also progresses to a
higher level.
Overall, Pitt’s performance is brilliant; however, his Austrian accent was
at times ridiculous. Pitt displays a horrifying accent, which by the end of the
more
movie,
either
becomes
Americanized, or simply grows on you.
Either way, by the film’s end, I barely
noticed the inconsistency of his accent.

Photo Courtesy of Tri-Star Pictures

Brad Pitt stars as Heinrich Harrer, an Austrian mountain climber whose odyssey of self-discovery is set against the sweeping backdrop of the Himalayas and the spiritual majesty of Tibet in the TriStar Pictures and Mandalay Entertainment presentation "Seven Years in Tibet."

Kami Lyle croons and swoons on her debut album, ’Blue Cinderella’
By Kimberly Lamke
Opinion Editor
ith her crooner voice
and wailing trumLyle
pet, Kami
should be the belle
of the ball with her new album,
"Blue Cinderella."
Lyle, whose name is relatively unknown to the alternative
music scene, bursts on stage
with this debut album, blending
her adolescent voice, reminiscent of Frente lead singer Angie
Hart, with strong instrumental
back ups, heavy with classic
jazz influences.
While many might expect
Lyle to follow in the footsteps of
the rash of female alternative
rock stars of late, Jewel, Paula
Cole, Shawn Colvin and Fiona
Apple, she makes a departure
from their "bitter woman sings
of love gone wrong," tunes,
adding rich lyrics of how love
might have passed her by, yet
she remembers the experiences... fondly.

Lyle also separates herself
from the "bitter broad" pack
with a wealth of compositions
featuring rich chords and deep
bass sounds, as well as Lyle herself playing trumpet on six of
the 11 songs. Contemporary
jazz listeners might compare
her trumpet sounds to that of
an inexperienced Herb Alpert.
And adult contemporary fans
might align Lyle with the new
soulful, Amy Grant album.
The 11 -track album offers listeners a wide variety of tunes,
from pensive, melancholy ballads to catchy, vampy tunes
about crushes on rock -n -roll
stars and working as a bag girl

at the local grocery store.
"Polka Dots," the second
track off the album has received
airplay recently on alternative
stations KLLC-FM and KOMEFM. The song, written by Lyle,
centers around her experiences
at a concert, where she lusts
after the star on stage. She says
in her lyrics that she is "dreaming in black and white," but her
melodies are much more colorful than what she sings of.
Yet, the two most charming
songs on the album are by far,
"Blue
Cinderella"
and
"Midnight Club." The first features a soulful, jazzy guitar and
heavy keying on the piano,
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Sting’,’ "Ten Summoner’s Tales"
and "Nothing Like the Sun"
albums, produced Lyle’s recordings fir MCA records.
If you like soulful songs with
wistful lyrics, pick up Lyle’s
album and take a trip with this
bluesy Cinderella, and have a
hall.

www.antiqueinfo.com/moonz000m/mz.htm.

69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)
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Berklee College of Music, studying jazz composition and performance. Her perfOrmance bug hit
in sixth grade when she began
taking trumpet lessons, which
led to her eventual love of classic bands such as, "Tower of’
Power," "Earth, Wind and Fire"
and "Blood, Sweat and Tears."
Hugh Padgham, producer of

813 Pacific Ave.
1630W. San Carlos
Santa Cruz
10% DISCOUNT
San Jose
with Coupon
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which might remind some listeners of the "Tori Amos of old,"
with a Latin groove threaded
throughout. The second features a sexy introduction by
Lyle on the trumpet followed by
a song full of wistful lyrics and
beat-for-beat guitar strumming.
Lyle,
who
hails
from
Minnesota, studied at the
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Citizens bust speeders
THOUSAND OAKS (AP)
One of the nation’s safest cities
is arming citizens to stalk
neighborhoods: Radar gun -toting residents will be zapping
speeders and tattling to police.
"People are just sick of it,"
cit y traffic commission chairwoman Cathy Schutz said
Wednesday. "It’s a very new
approach. It gives the citizens a
chance to be proactive, a chance
to do something."
The City Council voted 5-0
late Tuesday to a pilot program
giving residents radar guns to
thwart the pedal -to-the-metal
commuters plaguing some
neighborhoods.
The civilian traffic watchers
will hand diver the scofflaws’
license plate numbers and rate
of speed to police, who will then
send warning letters. Three letters and police will stop by for a
chat.
"It’s not being done to intimidate. Usually it’s their own
neighbors speeding, not cut through traffic. We’re just hoping to get them to slow down,"
Schutz said.
"It’s also part of an educational tool, too. People think
they are going 55 and the radar
gun shows they might be doing
the speed limit and aren’t really speeding after all."
residents
Radar-packing
would simply be another pair of
eyes, Sgt. Ken Bailey of the
Sheriff’s
County
Ventura
Department said, adding, "The
citizens would not get involved
in enforcement in any way."
It’s the first Neighborhood
Speed Awareness Program in

"It really looks like an officer
on a police motorcycle. They
really slow down when they see
"It’s not being
it," Langheld said. The residone to intimidate. dents keep an eye on the decoy,
however, so it doesn’t get stolen
Usually it’s their
or vandalized.
The Neighborhood Watch own neighbors
style radar gun program in
Thousand Oaks should be up
speeding..."
and running within 30 days,
Schutz said.
Cathy Schutz
"I have a feeling we’ll have a
city traffic commission big rush of people wanting to
chair sign up for the program," she
said.
Ventura County. The Los
About 90 percent of the comAngeles Police Department’s plaints received by police in
West Traffic Bureau inaugurat- Thousand Oaks deal with trafed a similar program in fic and speeding, which speaks
January 1996.
to the city’s standing as one of
"We don’t have enough offi- the safest communities in the
cers to patrol all the streets and U.S., Bailey said.
there are a lot of speeders out
Speed humps have been used
there," said Sgt. Roy Langheld. on some streets to counter the
West
Traffic’s problem, but humps cannot be
of
head
Community Traffic Services put in all neighborhoods,
Unit.
Schutz said.
"We are looking for anything
Resident Marilyn Bell is one
we can do to solve the problem." of those who complained to the
Residents with police-owned traffic commission about speedradar guns lie in wait for speed- ing on her street, Greenmeadow
ers in West Los Angeles and an Avenue. But she’s concerned
Angeles about the safety of radar-pointLos
area
near
International Airport.
ing activists.
"In some areas it works real"... the radar, as much as it
ly good. It depends on how ded- sounds like a good idea, it
icated the community is. But makes the residents the vigipeople get burned out doing it," lantes," Bell told the Los
the sergeant said.
Angeles Times. "If I tell people
In the Beverly Glen area, a to slow down, I usually get
neighborhood radar group has a flipped off or screamed at.
life-size photograph of now"One person even comes by
retired motorcycle Officer Sol and revs his engine. It’s nasty
Letais curbside. Lebus started out there."
the LAP!) speed -watch program.

San Mateo puts hold on Prop. 215
There will be no disREDWOOI ’ITY iAJ’I
pensing of nwilical marijuana in San Mateo
County’s unincorporated areas for 45 days, or
until a policy on location requirements and operating procedures is developed, the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors says.
The board unanimously passed an emergency
ordinance Tuesday in response to resident
Salvador Garcia’s inquiry about setting up what
would have been the first such dispensary in the
area.
Garcia wants to operate a dispensary in North
Fair Oaks, an unincorporated part of Redwood
City.

The use of medicinal marijuana became legal
with a doctor’s permission last year with the passage of Prop. 215,
Board President Mike Nevin supports the idea
but would rather see marijuana distributed
through local drug stores. He intends to write a
letter to state health officials, urging them to consider the idea.
"People who need marijuana for medical purposes aren’t second-class citizens," said Nevin, a
retired San Francisco police inspector.

Women’s studies coordinator
fights homophobia with truth
Helmbold’s next goal is to
start a Gay and Lesbian
Studies Department on campus. Helmbold believes this
goal to be attainable due to the
various gay and lesbian groups
Setting the Record straight
on campus that include stuin dents, staff and faculty.
College
Meramond
By Allison K. Wright
Mississippi.
Helmbold came out as a lesStaff Writer
"I was one of the people from bian after she moved to
No one "comes out" just the 1960s who was very influ- California from Mississippi to
enced by all the political and teach New College at SJSU in
once.
Lois Helmbold, chair of the social changes that were going 1970. She asked The Gay
Social Science Department, on then. I got the job at the all- Liberation Front, a gay activist
believes coming out as a les- black college (Meramond) group, to come talk to her class
bian woman or gay man is a because I felt this is something and that is when she finally
continuous process because a white girl can do to be useful decided to "come out."
"When they were speaking
today’s society is still laced to the civil rights movement,"
Helmbold said.
in my class and everything
with homophobia.
Helmbold began the first they said I thought, ’Oh my god
"When someone wants to
come out, (he or she) do not formal class in women studies that is me’...they are talking
just say it once and then it is at Meramond College, before about me and it really scared
over," Helmbold said. "Every coming to SJSU and teaching me a lot because homophobia
day brings forth new challeng- in an alternative studies pro- is so intense," Helmbold said.
Helmbold said when she
ing situations that a gay or les- gram called New College. In
bian individual must address 1989 Helmbold was hired as was a young girl she could not
Women’s Studies Department conceptualize anything other
on a daily basis."
than heterosexuality.
Helmbold said her own com- coordinator at SJSU.
Helmbold gave women a
"Back in my generation it
ing out process as a lesbian
woman isn’t always easy campus voice through curricu- was taboo to talk about sex,"
because it is hard to gauge lum that focused on women’s Helmbold said."! had a concept
of myself as being different as
what people’s reactions are issues and achievements.
"Basically the idea was to not fitting in but no one talked
going to be when they find out
add women to the SJSU cur- about being gay and there was
she is a lesbian.
"I might have a conversation riculum on every different nothing in movies, the media
with someone and they will level because some people or papers so I just thought I
ask me what I did over the teach United States history was weird," Helmbold said.
"The reason I came forth
weekend or they might ask me without any mention of the
if! saw any good movies. So do important things women have about my sexuality was
I hide the pronoun of the per- done in women studies and we because of the gay and lesbian
son I saw the movie with?" have a course called History of movements that made their
Women in the U.S.," Helmbold impressions on society in the
Helmbold asked.
Helmbold, who’s also the said.
1970s," Helmbold said. "It is a
Selma Burkom, an English lot easier for young people
corordinator of the Women’s
Studies Department, has facil- and american studies professor today to come out because
itated many positive changes at SJSU, said Helmbold is a there is so much more informain the campus community strong leader who has built up tion and literature in the news
through her activism in the the department with excellent and organizations."
civil rights movements for faculty.
Helmbold encourages stu"She is a person of integrity dents who are gay to come out.
women gays and lesbians.
Helmbold began her quest to and she is forthright. You She will be teaching a class
create a Women’s Studies always know where she is on called Lesbian Culture and
Department in 1970 when she issues because there are no History in spring 1998.
taught black studies at veils or masks," Burkom said.

III Lois Helmbold,
social science chair,
champions ’coming
out’ and civil rights
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Ne’re a pren item international
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.r ,c1,1My, we’ve developed an incomparable
tirograrri that provides the tools and incentives
Ii, build on the ’,kills and training you’ve just mastered

At a dead run, it can gauge the exact instant to backhand a tennis ball traveling
95 miles an hour for a baseline winner. Calculate how electrons move in a crystal.
Compose symphonies. liven program a VCR.
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It’s your brain.
Incredibly malleable. Infinitely versatile. Awesomely inventive.
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build a career After 84 years
get a lot, you have to

At Andersen Consulting, we want to keep it that way. So we challenge it with a
stimulating variety of assignments. Develop it with an average of over 170 hours
of advanced training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with
the resources of 40,000 professional serving clients in over 40 countries.
At Andersen Consulting, we always keep you in mind.
Sink’,,,,,onsulime is an equal ..pporituoiv emploset

COME 10 OUR PRESENTATION AND GET THE INSIDE STORY.
FINANCE G ACCOUNTING-UNDERGRADUATES
TUESDAY, OCTOBER14,11:30PM -1PM
STUDENT UNION, COSTANOAN ROOM
If you are unable to attend, we’d still like to hear from you
Send RESUMES by e-mail directly to College Relations at

staffing@clorox.com or FAX Icc 510-208-2673 or mail to
The Clorox Company, Attn: College Relations, PO. Box
24305, Oakland, CA 94623.

CLOROX

VVe die

an Equal Opportunity Empkwer

Computer Science. Lngineering. and MIS Majors Interested in Full Time Opportunities
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
With all that’s going on this month, don’t forget to mark your calendar to meet with us and learn first
hand about our challenges and rewards You could soon be mining the ranks ol recent SJSI I grads who
are now members of the Andersen Consulting team
Andersen Consulting Day
Thursday. October I 0th
I0.00am- I 00pm
limunhum Room, Student limn
.In preparation lor interview, MI Mntiilar, number 27th
Irts ho1, a Personal !boa Pak front the Carer, I. enter and send in to Andersen ( "mallow Alin SJSU fret rutting, One Minket. St r.
Street TOWCf. 40th 1.1tmr. San I.rans men, CA 94105 posintatked by I. Imlay October 17th
I Ind Inn more about is om the Internet at

_
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Online search for
scholarships free
By Vic Ribiero
Staff Writer
If you have ever been frustrated by the time consuming
process of finding a scholarship that you qualify for, relax
Fastweb is here.
Fastweb is a Chicago-based
company providing students
and their parents a free opportunity to search for scholarships. Fastweb’s database contains more than 275,000
scholarships worth more than
$750 million.
"We suggest that every student who has access to a computer try to take advantage of
this service," SJSU scholarship coordinator Janet Elliott
said. "This service has cut
down a lot of the time which
our students spent looking
through the library."
Elliott tried the system herself and was impressed with
how quickly she qualified for
she
After
scholarships.
entered in the six step questionnaire that Fastweb asks
from everyone, it took her less
than 10 minutes to download
14 scholarships that she could
potentially get money from.
The system gives you all the
paper work needed for a particular scholarship.
David Downey, a graduate
student at SJSU reiterated
Elliot’s statement.
"I was amazed at how it
easy the process was," Downey
said. "It took me about 15 to
20 minutes to find out that I
qualified for 25 scholarships."
SJSU is one of many
schools that works with astweb. Within its two year history, Fastweb has managed to
associate itself with more
than 600 schools throughout
the country.
According to Jason Harris,
a spokesman from Fastweb,
there are no strings attached
to this process.
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"This service is absolutely
free to both the schools and
the student," Harris said. "The
only way we make our money
is from the advertisements
which you see while filling out
your profile."
Students who don’t think
they qualify for scholarship
sbecause of their grades,
should not be discouraged.
Harris said there are many
scholarships focusing in on
everything from hobbies to
ethnic background.
When students do fill out
their profiles, they are asked if
it’s OK to have their information distributed to Fastweb’s
advertisers. Potentially the
student may be put on a list.
Elliot said the student has
to spend time filling out the
forms they download. Many of
these
scholarships
also
request a letter and refrences
to sign the forms.
"But Fastweb has eliminated half of the time a student
spends looking for a scholarship that they qualify for,"
Elliot said.
Fastweb
continues
to
update their web site daily. It
adds on average more than
500 scholarships everyday.
Students who fill out their
profiles are given their own
code word. They can then
come back to look at the site
and see if they qualify for a
new scholarship.
Harris said they receive
about 3,000 new student
inqueries per day and more
than 20,000 people go to the
website per day. The company
has grown from two employees last year, to more than 40.
Harris said Fastweb has hired
many research people and
that is the reason why they
can continuously update the
number of scholarships available to students.
You can access Fastweb by
going to www.fastweb.com.

’Summer of Love’ Revisited
By Shayda Fathipour
Staff Writer
It’s 1997 and psychedelic drugs and
Birkenstocks have gone the way of trendy
and "The Summer of Love" is here again.
The 30th anniversary of the "Summer of
Love" is on Sunday at Golden Gate Park’s
Beach Chalet Meadows in San Francisco.
The celebration begins at 10 a.m. and ends
at 6 p.m.
"The ’60s were a forgotten ancient civilization that had a great mission for
America," said poet Allen Cohen. "It (the
celebration) is an opportunity to renew
peace, love and compassion."
Cohen is planning to read poems that he
wrote about people who have died such as
beatnik poet Allen Gingsberg and Grateful
Dead patriarch Leader Jerry Garcia.
Back in the ’60s, Cohen started one of the
first psychedelic alternative newspapers of
the time. They used full color pages and the
articles were focused on the planets future.
He said they were in-tune with nature
and less with the "machine," they were driven for equality and love.
"It lasted 16 months because Haight
Ashbury reached its height and started
being attacked by police and FBI," Cohen
said.
"It was hard to keep a focused, positive
and forward-looking view amid chaos and
attack," he said.
Besides Cohen, 13 other poets and

them. At the 20th anniversary, the food
drive amassed 20 tons of food and this year
Linda and Paul McCartney have donated
2,000 pounds of Linda’s frozen vegetarian
dinners to kick off the drive.
There will be a number of performers at
the celebration such as Jefferson Starship,
Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters, The
Dead Kennedy’s Jello Biafra and Country
Allen Cohen,
Joe McDonald.
Poet
McDonald will be singing songs like "I
Feel Like I’m Fixing To Die," "Save the
speakers are scheduled to appear through- Wales" and a song he recently wrote called
out the celebration such as Mayor Willie "The Summer of Love."
Maya Lin’s Traveling Vietnam Memorial
Brown, ’608 poster boy Wavy Gravy, United
Farm Workers Association co-founder Wall will be displayed at the celebration,
courtesy of McDonald. It is a 50 percent
Delores Huerta and many others.
Poet Michael McClure will be performing replica of the wall in Washington D.C. and
his poetry accompanied by Ray Manzarek, will be at the north western corner of the
who was the keyboardist for The Doors. He Beach Chalet Meadows.
McDonald said the wall is being towed
said he will read some environmental and
out here from Waukeegan, Illinois. At sun
political pieces that he has written.
"I was in the first summer of love," up, around 7 a.m., he will lead the reading
McClure said, referring to 1967. "But I was of the 2,687 names on the wall of the U.S.
told this year’s event is not a nostalgia Armed Forces casualties who died during
the Vietnam War. He said it will take up to
event. It’s with young people."
McClure said at the original "Summer of two-and-a-half hours to read them all.
"These kind of public gatherings we’ve
Love" festival he lived over Golden Gate
Park. He and other performers, such as had since the ’60s and are similar to what
Gingsberg, looked down at the crowd from churches used to perform. It’s a spiritual
celebration and bonding," McDonald said.
his windo while getting ready to perform.
Participants are encouraged to bring "There are going to be several generations
canned and non-perishable food to the together and music. It is fun to have music
entrance of the celebration where San in the park for free and it’s important to
Francisco Food Bank volunteers will collect have fun together."

"It was hard to keep a
focused, positive and forward-looking view amid
chaos and attack."

SF juvenile delinquency on decline
IN Bay Area program
puts kids at risk of
trouble making on the
’straight and narrow’
SAN FRANCISCO IAP)
Providing intensive supervision
of the city’s juvenile delinquents
has significantly reduced the
likelihood that they will commit
new crimes, according to a
study released Wednesday.
The study, released by a
University of Nevada at Las
Vegas criminologist, monitored
the progress of 271 teen-agers
who
participated
in
the

Detention Diversion Advocacy ing youth crime, we need to
Project from June 1993 to move sentencing programs out
of the jailhouse and into the
December 1994.
said
Randall
The participants were divid- community,"
ed into high -risk or low -risk Shelden, the UNLV professor
groups and compared with sim- who wrote the report.
The project "takes dangerous
ilar offenders who did not participate and instead served time kids who conventional wisdom
suggests pose a threat to public
in the Youth Guidance Center.
Only 34 percent of the teens safety, and while jail sentences,
in the high -risk program com- if anything, increase their
mitted new, serious offenses chances of re-offending, DDAP
compared with 60 percent who gets many of these kids on the
were in juvenile hall. In the straight and narrow," Shelden
lower-risk category, 13 percent said.
The program provides more
committed new crimes compared with 49 percent of non- intensive supervision than is
common in traditional probaparticipants.
"If we’re serious about reduc- tion. The participants are sub-

If I hadn’t hit "snooze."
If I hadn’t brushed my teeth.
If I hadn’t gone back for my book.
If I hadn’t stopped on the yellow.
If that guy hadn’t cut me off...

rCareer
74ac_ever
On -Ca MINS

ReCrU

That parking space
would have been mine.
FAL!LivAill

Sixteen buses and light rail service
San Jose State. And you can even bring
Your bike along if you like.

TA
SANII
oelliir

SPARTAN
STUDENT

To learn more, stop by ALTRANS at the
Student Union Business Office, weekdays 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p.m. Or call
024-RIDE. For route info, call %TA at
321-2300 or visit our web site at
www.vta.org today.

Active Voice

Grubb & Ellis

Adobe Systems

GTE Corp

Advanced Micro Devices

Hadco Corp

Silicon Graphics Inc

Aerotek. Inc

HAL Computer Systems. Inc

Southwest Key Program, Inc

Alliance Semiconductor

Hitachi Micro Systems. Inc

Sprint

Amdahl Corp

Integrated Device Technology. Inc

Standard Register

Andersen Consulting

J C Penney Co

Stryker Endoscopy

Applied Signal Technology

KC Technology. Inc

Sun Microsystems. Inc

Aspect Telecommunications

KLATencor Corp

Sunrise Telecom Inc

Atmel Corp

Lady Foot Locker

Sweet Tomatoes

Bank of America

Lam Research Corp

Synopsys. Inc

Bay Networks. Inc

i.e Boulanger
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Lifescan Inc

The Wine Group
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Radix Technologies, Inc
Raytheon Eectronics Semiconductor Dv

Electronic Systems
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Raytheon TI Syst Ado C31 Syst

Technology Services

Broadbase Information Systems

Logicon. Geocfynamics. Inc

Tycom Corp

BT Office Products International

Mass Mutual

U S Navy - Officer Program

Cintas

Mervyn s California

UARCO

Cirrus Logic. Inc

Naval Aviation Depot. North Island

Unisys Corp

Condor Systems, Inc

NEC Electronics Inc

%rennet Corp

Dept 01 Health LS Hymen Services

Northrop Grumman

VLSI Technology, Inc

Digital [augment Corp

Northwestern Mutual Life

Watkins.Johnson Co

Fastens! Co

Picdtc Gas &

Electric Co

Western Digital Corp

Fortis Finance! Group/DFC

Pepsi Cols Co

Franchise Tax Board

Rename Inc

WoridPiay Entertainment
Inc
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Barrett Ballroom, Student Union
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Prove:ban Financial Corp
Future Electronics Corp
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ACCEL Technologies, Inc

Black

VTA Takes You Right to Campus.
With your Traiisit Access Program (’rAp)
Pass, you get unlimited rides on VIA Bus,
Light Rail and Paratrimsit. Place your
TAP sticker on your enrollment transit
card and you’re ready to go.
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grads and
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’

here’s only one way to get a parking
space on campus. Luck. Even the
most minor event can throw your timing
completely off, sending you spinning for
a space. There is, however, an easy, no
hassle way to gel to school. ’TA.

jected to daily monitoring of
activities by counselors, including frequent phone calls or visits.
Shelden attributed some of
the program’s success to the
fact that DDAP counselors were
responsible for only 10 teens.
Probation officers, he noted,
have a caseload of 50 to 150 participants.
He also praised the program’s nontraditional style and
the counselors for being able to
help delinquents change without spending time behind bars.
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The search for the ideal career begins while you’re still in college.
Check out these N.ET opportunities:

Your link to employers hiring SJSU students

HARDWARE ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
DEVELOPMENT TEST ENGINEERS
INTERNSHIPS- (FULL/PART TIME)

A NEW way to obtaie ingervism
(

mpact

Since 1983, IV.E.7: has been one of the worlars firemost suppliers ofmission-critical, multiservice backbone
networks dedicated to building technical innovation, award-winning customer service, and investing in the
professional development of our people. We integrate voice, data, and video traffic with frame relay, LAN
internetworking, ISDN, and SONET capabilities to serve WAN heartbeat applications. N.E.7: delivers
sophisticated narrowband-to-broadband network Anctionality, with distributed intelligence that allowsfast
automatic rerouting.

For December
97, May &
August 98
_
grads and SJSU
Alumni

--

E

.

October 8, 1997:- dc-- - ___1_____)tober 9, 1997
10:00AM - 3:00 PM
Barrett Ballroom, Student Union

See us on the San Jose State campus:
On -Campus Career Fair, Wednesday, October 8, 1997.
Contact your Career Placement Center for more information.
II you are unable to attend, send your resume, indicating position of in
to: N.E.T., Aim: College Relations, 800 Saginaw Drive, Redwood City,
94063. Email: applyO’net.com Fax: (650) 780-5517.
N.1- L. is All Nual opportunity employer. Individuals with disabilities are encouraged to
appls.

Will take you there

iiA

( PROYIDIAX GLORAL,
y
TECHNOLNY SOLUTIONS
y
FORTHE NEXT MILLENNIUM .
..
Atmel Corporation is a leading semiconductor manufacturer,
providing integrated circuit (IC) solutions for telecommunications,
networking, consumer and the automotive markets.
Continuously ranking as one of the most successful companies in
the Silicon Valley, Atmel continues to invest in new product
development and talent. Bring your assets to the Company that is
leading the way into the future.

We are looking for:

Coordinated by the
Design Engineers
rirl.rJJr.Test Engineers
Product Engineers
I
yr
Applications Engineers
V
Manufacturing Engineers
I
Layout Designers
I
Sales Coordinators
I
v
MIS/Programmer Analyst
CAD Engineers
I

Career
Center
San Jose State University

"low connection to the world of work"

Drop by our booth at the On Campus Recruiting Job Fair
on Thursday, October 9 from 10:00am - 3:00pm
in the Student Union Barrett Ballroom

For more information,
visit our website at:
www.atmel.com

010.

A 111M,

2325 Orchard Parkway San Jose. CA 95131

(408) 441-0311

4

? 1.1111111,
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY WITH BIGGER TOYS?
We have the technology the resources, and the experience. For over 25 years we’ve been providing hardware and software
products, services and support to some of the biggest names in computing. At Amdahl, we are building on our successful
Global Servers (Mainframe) that include up to 8 tightly coupled CPUs, 8 G-bytes ofRAM, 2561/0 channels and multiple networks based on the latest CMOS technology. Our machines are wed in airline ticketing, multiple bank ATMs,
insurance databases, and by Fortune 200 companies.
Were looking fir top CS/CE/EE Engineers eager to join us in pushing the edge on large-scale system and software design.
Amdahl is recruiting Fall 97 and Spring 98 Grads for the Jul/cuing positions..

SYSTEM DESIGN VERIFICATION ENGINEER (PROTOTYPE SYSTEM DEBUG)
CONSOLE SYSTEM DESIGN (00D & C++)
LARGE SYSTEM SIMULATOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING SYSTEM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
CONSOLE NETWORK INTERFACE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
MICROCODE AND FIRMWARE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

q u,ing
on_campu_Recr
Joe F
For Decarnbar
97’, May

August 98’

grads and
SJSU Alumni

Your link to employers hiring SJSU student;)

A NEW kw to obdtio lotoMoses)

Why Amdahl?

8,19_ctober 9,

Come sign a Non -Disclosure letter and find out!
Please visit us at the JOB FAIR on OCTOBER 9, 1997. Chat with us and grab a slice of pizza at our INFORMATION
SESSION on OCTOBER 13, 1997, and INTERVIEW with us on OCTOBER 14, 1997. If unable to attend, Fax
your resume to: (408) 746-7114, Attn: Dept. 1971004. Amdahl offers excellent compensation and benefits and is
proud to be an equal opportunity employer through affirmative action.

10:00AM - 3:00 PM
Barrett Ballroom, Student

IYY/

nion

011111111saM11111001111111smailleisb

Current openings are posted on the "Employment Opportunities"
page accessible from our Web site at:

www.amdahl.com

amclahl

iou’ve prepared for a career in technology.
Vou’re ready for the next step.
Only now. oti need to know ys here the action is.

We’re looking for people who
look at this glass and say:
"There’s gotta be other
glasses of water."
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Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science

Andersen Consulting offers
you the chance to work in a
variety of projects-with clients in
a wide range of industries.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business
advantage. Every hour of every
business day, we implement a
solution to help one of our more
than 5,000 clients worldwide.
What makes that possible is
the quality of our people. And the
quality of our training. We’re
known for both.
Because business and
technology are ever-changing, we
see training as a continuing
process. And our $123-million

Center for Professional Education in St. Charles, Illinois, is just
one measure of our commitment. We train you for a careernot lust a job.
Are you the person we’re
talking about? The kind of
person with an unquenchable
desire for challenge and
professional growth?
If so, come talk to us. And find
out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

1.

1,1

TODAY’S THE DA’!
iii calendar to meet with us and learn first hand
With all thaes going on this month, don’t forget to mark
about our challenges and rewards. You could soon he tinning the tanks 01 recent SJSU gratis ssho are MIN
members ol the Andersen (’insulting leans
On -Campus Recruitment Fair
Thursday. October
Ill Onani-3 00pin
Barrett Ballroom. Student Union
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We need people capable of
going beyond half-full or half
empty thinking. People who see
subleties. Who are quite frankly
bored by easy answers and of fthe-shelf solutions.
People who are constantly
challenging their own thinking
and are thirsty for new ideas and
knowledge.
You’ll have a degree from a
top school, Getting a job won’t
really be an issue. The question
is: which job? Which industry?
You don’t want to get locked
into one area and then discover
three to five years from now that
you don’t like it. By then you’ve
invested too much.
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For December
97’, May &
August 98’
grads and
SJSU Alumni

-6’our link to employers hiring SJSU student;

A NEW way to obtain interviews.)

OCtober 8, 1997,

1997 )

October 9,

10:00

AM - 3:00 PM
Barrett Ballroom, Student Union
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WHAT DOES CINTAS OFFER?
Industy Leader
Ranked #1 in Customer Satisfaction
$700 Million in Sales in FY’96

Exciting Growth

Make it Real.
As the communications and
personal computer industries
change our lives, IDI is drivin?
the semiconductor technologies
that make it happen. Our practical
approach to innovative technology
has made us a stratefic partner with
the world’s leadin communications and
personal computer companies. We produce 6c, -bit Riff
processors, innovative i-transistor fusion Memories,
hieh-speed loic, multiport SRAM’ and flf0s, as well as ATM
networkin? products. Our recent introduction of a low-(ost,
low -power noMN: Pentium -class processor is helpine brine
powerful desktop computine to everyone.

27 Consecutive Years of Growth
Compounded Growth of 24% in Sales
Compounded Growth of 35% in Profits

Career Opportunities
Management Trainee
Sales Representative
Sales Associate

We’ve married our advanced desipn and process technologies in Texas and California with our
own 8 -inch wafer fabs in California and Oregon and our assembly and test facilities in Malaysia
and the Philippines. This puts us in the enviable position of controllin our product technology
throuph every step of the process.
Come put your technology prowess to work in an environment that produces results! IDT is
lookin for professionals who want to create practical results with their semiconductor
skills. loin us in one of the followin? positions:
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Wonderland

Left: Kyle Boyd tries his hand
at horseshoes while Ken Reed, as
the Mad Hatter, looks on during
the "Take a trip through
Wonderland" carnival at the
Seventh Street Plaza. The carnival was put on by students as a
class assignment for their
Recreation and Leisure Studies
course.

Far Left: Natasha Helsel,
dressed as Alice in
Wonderland, helps pre-schooler
Kyle Boyd with his croquet shot
during the "take a trip through
wonderland" Carnival. Boyd
came to the carnival with with
other children from the Francis
Gulland child care center.
Left: Student Claudia
Cismondi tosses a horseshoe
during the mid-day carnival in
an attempt to win prizes. The
Recreation and Leisure Studies
Program will have a "Happy
Days" carnival today from12:30
to 1:30 p.m. at the Seventh
Street Plaza.

Photos By
Charles Slay
111ts-lr 0

1. I. 111.11. L- I 1...itti
Alitt-

ITT
SPARTAN FOOTBALL
VS. COLORADO STAT1
Al’ 3:30 PM
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11TH
also
San Jose State Athletics welcomes

ALATGUMLIMTAIL
2:15 ANGELINA autographs/WILD 94.9 free prizes
at Student Tailgate East Field(10th St. & Alma St.)
*3:15 ANGELINA sings National Anthem/Mascot Intro
3:30 KICKOFF

5000 FREE Student Tickets EVERY GAME
Event Center Box OfficeAssociated Students Business Office
Spartan Bookstore(Don’t forget to show your student I.D. card)

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here 1% I 1(11 opportunity to wink at Mayo Medic al Center tor
the summer.
Summer III is a paid supervised hospital work experienc e at
Saint Mars s fiospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both
part ot Maso Medical ( enter in Rochester, Minnesota.
You are eligible tor Summer Ill after your iumor year of a tour
year bac alaureate nursing program. It includes direc t patient
(
experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting
Mayo Nursing was re( entiv awarded Magnet Hospital
Re( (ignition Status for Ftcellence in Nursing Service by
the 4nieri( an Nurses Credentialing Center.
Application Deadline: Des ember 1, 1997.
I or more information «mtacI.

ma o
kiavo ItItindation
Pwliwor

Mayo Medical Center
matting ( enter Stemmer lit Program
)zmun Fact I sitloor 2(X) First Street SW
Roc hester. Minnesota 55905
800-24’ 51590
lion and equal ,pportunttv Mu( ow
!rev in,tittilion

It All AtillmAtivr.t,
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Suspicion arises
over aloe injection
MANASSAS, Va. ;API
Dying iind desperate, Douglas
Crabbe paid a doctor $12,000
up front for an unorthodox
cancer t refitment: inject ions of
aloe vera, the same stuff in
hand creams and burn ointments.
It wasn’t long before
Crabby’s lower body swelled
to four times its normal size,
cracking the skin on his fieet,
and he began throwing up.
Less than a month after his
first aloe vent injection, he
was dead
Nov t ht. 1100 or who treated
under iirvcst gat ion
(’rabbi’
in that case and in the deaths
of three other patients, and
Virginia authorities suspended his medical license last
week.
"We were just reaching out
for anything," said Crabbe’s
widow, Deanna. "We believed
what we wanted to believe,
and we wanted to believe that
Doug would get well."
The aloe vent mixture Dr.
Donald L. MarNay used has
riot been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration for
I reating cancer. and regulators say NI:lc:Nay was not
conduct
to
a ut horized
research trials. In fact,
MacNay is an orthopedic stirgequi with no known training
in cancer research.
Although autopsies (lid not
directly Warne aloe vera in
any of the deaths, police cited
in
it peessible
charge in seeking search warrants of his suburban offices.
NlacNay’s office is closed.
lie did not ret urn calls.
Aloe vera is a cactus -like
plant that releases a gelati.
nous sap that is commonly
used to treat skin irritations.
It is also used in shampoos
and laxative’s.
Before. his license was suspended. MacNity said only
that the treatment is intended
to help the immune system,
and usually works best in
healthier pat lents
dpsperitt.
"l think t lore

patients who just are preyed
upon by unscrupulous practitioners who practice quackery," said Dr. Matthew Ellis, a
at
specialist
cancer
University’s
Georgetown
Lombardi Cancer Center.
"They extract money from
people who are willing tee
believe them. I suspect that is
what happened in this case."
of
learned
Patients
MacNay’s treatments through
word-of-mouth, the Internet
or through his aloe vera supplier.
Mrs. Crabbe said her 48 year-old husband got the first
of his 21 injections the first
day he walked into MacNay’s
office in March. The doctor
told him it could help Crabhe’s
immune system fight his
esophageal cancer.
"It was a lot of promises,"
she said. "He said it worked,
that it bad worked befbre. and
I think he truly believed it
After an emergency hearing last week, the state medical board said allowing
MacNay, 60, to continue practicing would endanger the
public.
II is license was suspended
one day after a 41 -year-old
drywall installer from Royal
Oak, Mich died at a hospital
hours ;after getting the aloe
vent injections lie hied suf
fered from renal cell cancer.
Authorities were already
looking niter the death in May
of an 83 -year-old Waco, Texas,
111;111 who sought treatment
from MacNay.
The medical board also
linked MacNay to the May
57 -year -old
death
of a
Alabama Milli who died shortly after aloe Vera treatment
for prostate and kidney care
cer.
Tiw Crabby death is not it
part of thy criminal investiga
tion, bin investigators are
looking ;et the case as part of a
review of all Mac-Nuts
Stiite Police spokeswoman
Lucy Caldwell said.

Parking
Continued from page 1
"The st talents take classes at
different t inies." Sharp Sald. "I
W0111(1 think roughly half i of the
students, gee at night and others
during the (lay."
Edward Serafica, registration entire] irietcrr for Se1SI
Cashiering Service’s. said the
overblown
gets
sit Hat ion
because’ everybody wants to go
to school iit the S,alllo 111111. during the first t wo weeks of

school.
He also /tient 10Iled t to,
parking
always -available
spaces at the park and ride by
Spartan Stadium, where stu
dents can park and take a shut
Ile to school.
Sonic students, however,
don’t have the time to wait for
the shuttle.
"I don’t want to wait 15 Minutes for the shrift le," said Ryan
WI:OW(11, ;I nutrition and fnod
nukior

Church:
Continued from page 3
student, and staff members
were pleased to hear a discussion
about
open-minded
churches t ;eking place.
"I was thrilled to see this
many churches liberating in a
discussion about being open
and affirmed," staff member
Kevin Johnson said.
major
Marten
Finance
Evertz emphasized the importance of making people aware
that these congregations exist.

"I think it’s a great step
because people need to Set’ that.
they are accepting people in
their congregation that don’t
believe in stereotypes," Evertz
said. "That is the only way
things will change."
Beckman said it’s exciting to
see these churches lead the way
in creating a new way that is
very liberating.
"Gays and lesbians are
tremendously spiritual people,"
Beckman said.

Do Something
for Heaven’s Sake!
CRyTearn Youth Outreach Is looking for

Chancellor: Selection process questioned
Continued from page 1
process we would have never gotten someone this good. He comes from a system
almost exactly like the CSU."
Concerns that the process excluded proper representation of faculty and students
were raised beginning in July, when the
current CSU chancellor, Barry Munitz,
announced he would be stepping down from
the highest post in the (7SU
Kenneth Peter, chair of the San Jose
State University Academic Senate, said
every university’s senate passed some sort
of resolution regarding the secrecy of the
chancellor search process.
"It simply isn’t the way we faculty)
would have wanted the search to occur,"
Peter said. "Not only were the faculty relatively excluded from the search process, but
the students of the CSU were underrepresented as well."
Peter said he would have liked more faculty consultation during the search process,
as well as more than one faculty representative on thee search committee. The search
process was conducted with Fallgatter leading the conunittee, Barry Goldstein serving
as the representative for about 18,000 faculty and Mitchell serving as the representative for about 3:37,000 students systemwide.
Five other members of the board of
trustees filled the search group, including
the alumni trustee, Jim Considine. Yet, faculty memlwrs were worried about the fact
that faculty representation on the committee decreased by two members from the
number that held seats during the search
for Munitz.
"I understand their the committee members. concerns Regarding preservation of
absolute confidentiality, but keeping the
faculty out of the loop raised unnecessary
suspicions of Reed by the faculty, which
isn’t a .;.oeed situation," Peter said.
"He may be a good man, but because the
faculty know so little about him they don’t
know what tee do but be suspicious." Peter

"We want someone leading this system who has
not only some political
savvy, but a strong academic background as
well."
Kenneth Peter
chair of Academic Senate

indicated that most faculty concerns surrounded the lack of information regarding
Reed’s academic background and experience.
"We want someone leading this system
who has not only some political savvy, but a
strong academic background as well," Peter
said. "We need a new ’teacher of the CSU’ in
a sense."
Fallgatter said, in response to faculty
concerns about Reed’s qualifications, that
the faculty should be proud to have Reed as
their chancellor.
"He has all the abilities needed to run
this system," Fallgatter said. "He knows
how to work in an academic setting, he has
experience establishing partnerships with
the private sector and, most importantly, he
has passion for the mission of the CSU system."
Duties of the CSU chancellor include:
serving as chief executive officer of the system; recommending, implementing and
administering policies of the board of
trustees; working with faculty and administration to ensure instructional excellence
and communicating the mission of the university to the public and government.
Both Mitchell and Fallgatter said Reed
was chosen because of his wealth of experi-

Peace Center:
Continued from page 1
a gift given to lis and no Orll’ lcuas
the right to take it away,"
\’aielyil said. "We would like
everyone to share our view.
Unfortunately we are a minority at this time but we still
believe it is wrong even if there
is no doubt about the. guilt."
According to Vaidya the
majority Id the United States
supports the death penalty in
spite of the spotlight the coalition has beamed on the alternatives.
"The death penalty is
cou tit er- prod uct i ye,"
Vaidy a
said "It doesn’t steep crime and
it doesn’t reduce crime. When a
person is sentenced to death
the -talc’ is required to provide
a lay, yer It is also more expensive to go through an entire
’death sentence) trial then it is
tee keep an inmate facilitated in
jail for life."
According to NIcCaffrey and
’aielya the defienste attorneys
for death sentence trials
require. special training and
experience The cost alone gives
the defendant little chance.
"Death row inmates are
underrepresented," said Vaidya,

CPR
can keep your love alive

a five year member of Amnesty
International. "Most are poor
people who can’t afford a
lawyer who is specialized in
death penalty cases and court
appointed attorneys are not
qualified and underpaid."
"Another aspect of the homicide. situation are the victims,"
said Mc( ’affrey, who feels these
casualties will not find closure
through the death penalty. "The
victim’s family goes through
tremendous suffering. Our society relieves their suffering
through counseling or financial
support. Our objective is giving
aid, comfort and support to the
family members of victims and
making sure society is protected from crime."
Currently, the coalition’s
efforts have been directed at
death row inmate Mumbia AbuJamal. Abu-Jamal is a revolutionary journalist who was convicted of killing a Philadelphia
police officer in 1981. Abueliimal maintains his innocence.
If there are any questions
the coalition may be reached at
927-2299. Their headquarters
is the San Jose Peace Center,
located downtown on Seventh
Street.

once in both the academic and political arenas, as well as his "tit" with the make-up of
the CSU campuses.
"He was very down-to-earth and
approachable, politically adept and values
the importance of diversity on college campuses," Mitchell said. "Students can be
assured that I did the best job I could in
choosing someone who is a perfect fit for
our university system."
The State University System of Florida
serves 220,000 students at 10 campuses,
while the CSU system serves 337,000 at 22
campuses.
SJSU President Robert Caret said he
was also pleased with the selection made by
the search committee and is looking forward to working with Reed in the future.
"Every individual has a different background, but I feel Reed’s extensive work in
the political arena will benefit SJSU and
the CSU system," Caret said. "I hope he will
see the tremendous potential of this campus, being that it is located in the Silicon
Valley, and that our location will get his
attention and work to our benefit."
Before taking up the job as chancellor for
the State University System, Reed served
as chief of staff for U.S. Sen. Bob Graham-D
(Florida) for six years, as well as an administrator in the Florida Department of
Education for eight years.
He earned his bachelor’s, master’s and
doctorate of education degree from George
Washington University in Washington D.C..
Reed was also an associate professor at
George Washington for seven years, never
attaining full professor status. At press
time, Reed was unavailable for comment.
Munitz, who held the job of CSU chancellor since 1991, is leaving his job to head
the private J. Paul Getty Trust beginning in
January. The trust boasts a $4.3 billion
budget and funds a museum located in
Malibu, five institutes and a grant program. Munitz and Reed will share the
chancellor duties until March 1, 1998, when
Reed will take over full-time.

Speed: 6 Race7ism
Continued from page 1
In explaining the protest
gesture to sports announcer
Howard Cossell, Smith said,
"My raised right hand stood
fir the power in black
America. Carlos’ raised left
hand stood for the unity of
black America. Together, they
formed an arch of unity and
power."
A third part of the exhibit,
titled "The Early Years," can
also
be
found
inside
Washington Square hall.
This part of the display
places emphasis on the racial
discrimination endured by the
minority track athletes, while
attending San Jose State
College.
For instance, according to a
quote on display from Bob
Poynter, a black track athlete
in 1959, "I remember little old
ladies crossing the street so
they wouldn’t have to pass our
house when they saw us out

CELLULAR
RATES

front."
Although many of these
athletes faced racism throughout their college careers, they
did find some support on their
side.
"I was friends with a lot of
the guys," said cross country
coach Augie Argabright. "I was
a big fan during the glory
years of San Jose Sate."
The Spartan track and field
team was discontinued in
1988, although there are still
those today who would like to
see the program return.
"I just think it’s a shame
that our team used to be a
powerhouse, and now it’s
gone," said Jose. "I wish we
had a track and field team
today."
However, with the "Speed
City" exhibit now on display,
Hill is in hope that more
emphasis will now be placed
on the sports history which
has contributed to the makeup of SJSU today.

SLASHED,

American heart
Associationivhting I Wirt Chsease
and Stroke

Repeat History.
And Luglish. Biology. Chemistry.

volunteers to
serve as Bible club leaders, tutors, mentors, camp coun
selors, and sportrs coaches.
(Some paid positions avail, during
summer 4.0 Camp May -Mac)
Consider joining our team by contacting Fran Lewis.
Phone: 232-5600 x5788
E-mail: flewis@cltyteani.org

SC

Motorola Express Pager
including 3 months service

$39.95
PACIFIC OBELI..
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Student Limon. Inc

Bowling
Center
room, ore( mtares

116
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+ Sprint

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

Bowl I game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge, anytime.
Lanes are available during regular
business hours. Not valid with any
t/21/97 other promotions or specials.

toi’

OLYMPUS
With the best notetaker in class, you can repeat every subject clearly
and accuratley. To find the Olympus Microcassetterm Recorder you
want (and there’s a lot to choose from) call 1-800-622-6372 for more
information Or visit www Olympus com on the Internet.

swim PCS-

Star Cellular of San Jose
408.288.8500
1371 South Bascom Ave
(Bciskccn Hamilton & Stokes)
24 per minute Is boiled on purchase ol 1000 long distance minutes Mt $24 95 per month on
selected Sprint PCS ratriplens Additional minims charges II scessi fees apply. Call tor details Free phones mi.:Amman, elvers It sortime may requne lactwebon on selected feleplerts

Otters yaicd only al selected Slav locations
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SJSU surely needs
Loverne and James
to SJSU after a year at Idaho,
the coaches kept him at guard
until the start of this season.
Highlights have been rare for
"He’s made a big switch, and
the San Jose State University he’s moved naturally into it,"
football team this season, but Bostad said. "He’s a really good
one bright spot for the team has football player who is) commitbeen its offensive line.
ted to improving. He leads by
Last season the line gave up example. Physically he’s got
an average of four sacks a game, some good tools to work with."
but this season it is averaging
Despite the low number of
just over three. The two men sacks, neither lineman has been
who anchor each side of the line, taking the team’s recent losses
left tackle David Loverne and well, but Bostad said their reacright tackle Tom James, have tion just shows their character.
done even better than that.
"They get down on themEach lineman has given up only selves, but they don’t point finone sack in the last four games. gers," he said.
"You’re not going to find two
"It’s a little bit frustrating,"
better people," said SJSU offen- Loverne said. "We’re so close to
sive line coach Bob Bostad. turning it around, but there are
"They go out there, do what too 1,.any mental mistakes."
they’re told and don’t ask quesWhich is something that
tions. They’re going to set the Loverne said the coaching staff
stage for the future."
doesn’t like.
Both linemen are in their
"They don’t tolerate mental
third year of collegiate football, mistakes," he said. Both tackles
but Loverne is playing tackle attribute the decrease in sacks
for the first time in three years. to Bostad.
Loverne was moved from
"He’s a great o-line coach,"
tackle, the position he played in Loverne said. "He knows how to
high school, to guard, where he teach technically. He’s a motivaplayed at the University of tor. He’s there to make sure you
Idaho. When he transferred in do good."
By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer

Bostad’s ability to teach technically is what brought James
from Butte Junior College in
Oroville, Calif.
"He alone is the reason I
came to San Jose State," James
said. "He knows how to teach
the techniques and how to use
them. He works hard and
expects the best."
James believes the work is
paying off.
"This is the most solid offensive line San Jose State has had
in a while," he said.
Even though both players
have a year left with the
Spartans, both are already looking to the future.
James plans to go on and try
out for the pros while NFL
scouts have been showing up to
watch Loverne perform on the
field.
"I’ve got to get stronger physically," James said. "You have to
dominate physically and consistently. That’s what the scouts
want to see."
Even though James sees the
pros in his future, he isn’t focusing on getting there.
"I can’t think of the pros yet,"
he said. "I’ve got to stay focused

Scott Lechner/ Spartan Daily

SJSU offensive tackles Tom James, left, and David Loverne have helped anchor the Spartans’ offensive line, which had only allowed two sacks per game until SJSU’s last game in harsh weather conditions against Oregon State. Loverne and James have only allowed one sack apiece this season.
"My brother has a contraccasino in someplace like
on this season."
If that doesn’t work out, Shreveport, Louisiana. I like tors license," he said. "I’ll probaJames hopes to finish his degree the South, but the plan is to bly start a construction compain Hospitality Management and give California a few more ny with his brother when he’s
done with football. The pros
years."
head down South.
Loverne’s plans for the future would be nice, but that’s a by"I like to gamble," he said. "I
product of how you play."
want to work on a river boat may keep him closer to home.

Spartans pound UCSB,
travel to play Bulldogs
Bulldogs 3-1.
The Bulldogs will most likely
have a few more fans than their
After a 12-day layoff, the San average of 900 in Bulldog
Jose State University women’s Stadium as they will play their
soccer team has been snapped top historic rival Spartans.
out of its hiatus and thrown
"They always have a large
into tough back-to-back road crowd and a bunch of hecklers,"
matches, including SJSU’s first said SJSU midfielder Mia
division matches.
Duran. "You kind of have to
The Spartans (5-4-1) defeat- block them out."
ed UC Santa Barbara 3-1
The fans will not only be
Wednesday in another non-con- louder, but the Spartans will see
ference game. SJSU forward more than four times the fans
Julie Brum scored two goals to that they usually do. The
lead her team past the Gauchos Spartans have averaged 229
(2-9-1). It’s the Spartans’ second fans per game .
straight victory and it marks
The nearly two-week layoff
the half-way point in the their has allowed Blin to work on
season.
more specific parts of his team’s
Without returning home, the game and it has also let his
Spartans will head to Fresno players recuperate from a gruState from Santa Barbara to eling non-conference schedule.
play their first Western Athletic
"Everybody is playing real
Conference divisional match of well in practice," said defensive
the season Friday night. In its back Staci Shrader. "Last
last game, SJSU cruised to a 6- week’s practices were pretty
1 win over the University of intense."
Wyoming on Sept. 26.
The four days on the road is
"We are peaking at the right one of the longest road trips of
time," said SJSU coach Philippe the season and comes at a bad
Blin. "This is a great team. They time for many of the players.
are hard working and have ded"We’ve had to take midterms
ication to the sport of soccer."
a few days early and hand in
Fresno State (7-5-0) has assignments a few days ahead
played a non-conference sched- of time," Shrader said. "Every
ule that wasn’t as grueling as day we are all stressing out, but
SJSU’s. Going into Friday’s it won’t stop us from playing
game, the Bulldogs have won well this weekend."
two straight over two teams
One thing the layoff couldn’t
that were both four games do was heal one of the Spartans’
of top
below .500
University
Junior
midfielders.
State Anchalee Kunnaragthai injured
Cal
Portland
and
Fullerton.
her ankle in a practice two
Fresno State has won two out weeks ago and may be out for
of three matches against SJSU the season.
in the past two years. The
"She was a key player in the
Spartans’ lone win came last midfield," Duran said. "It’s
season as they beat the going to be tough on everybody"

By Anthony Perez
Staff Writer

Robert Serna/ Spartan Daily

SJSU outside hitter Nicole Hintz digs a kill attempt as teammate Amy Doyle and Santa Clara middle blocker Jaime Jochums
(12) look on during their non-conference game at Toso Pavilion.

Broncos sweep Spartans
The SJSU volleyball team
traveled to Santa Clara
Tuesday night and returned
home with hoof prints on their
jerseys.
The host Santa Clara
Broncos needed only 75 minutes to dispose of the Lady
Spartans 15-9, 15-2, 15-5 at
Tomo Pavilion.
"We got our heads handed
to us," said Spartan coach
Craig Choate. "We’re all disappointed."
The Spartans fell behind
14-3 in the first game, then
battled their way back into the
game, narrowing the deficit to
14-9 before the Broncos put it
away. The Broncos owned
games two and three from
start to finish, sprinting out to

early leads and never letting
the Spartans get back in it.
"We weren’t ready to play,"
said freshman middle blocker
Joslynn Gallop. "Our passing
wasn’t there."
Gallop led SJSU with nine
kills, while Holly Froloff had
eight.
SJSU’s record now stands
at 8-6 12-2 WAC). Their road
record now stands at 0-4. The
Spartans will be living out of
suitcases for the next nine
days, with road matches at
Rice, Tulsa, Saint Mary’s, and
Fresno State. Their next home
match is at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 18,
when Colorado State visits the
Event Center.
Compiled by Kevin Heckman

replaced
Duran
Kunnaragthai in the midfield in
their game against Wyoming
and, according to Blin, will
remain there.
Duran’s and Kunnaragthafs
style of play contrast significantly. Duran is more of a
defensive-minded player while
Kunnaragthai pitches up more
in the offense to create chances
for her teammates.
At the time of her injury:.
Kunnaragthai was leading the
WAC in assists.
Blin is undecided on who he
will put in the defensive hack
position left open by Duran.
SJSU has had problems visiting other campuses it has
not been able to pull out a win
in five road matches
Fortunately the Spartans
have been able to sweep their
other four games that ve tire
either played at a neutral sight
or at home.
The Spartans ako have not
fallen into any sort of slump yet
this season as they have followed up every loss with a win
or a tie
The Spartans’ next home
game will be a non -conference
match against the University of
San Francisco.

Braves
extract
revenge
ATLANTA APi First
the Atlanta Braves got mad.
Then they got even.
Tom
Glavine
pitched
shutout ball into the eighth
inning, Chipper Jones and
Ryan Klesko homered and
the Braves caught everything in outplaying the
upstart Florida Marlins in
all phases. winning 7-1
Wednesday to tie the NL
championship series at one
game apiece.
Angry at their own sloppy
showing in the opener, the
Braves bounced back in
sharp fashion, looking every
bit like the team that’s been
boss in the XL throughout
the 1990s.
The Marlins lost for the
first time in their young
postseason history. They
looked had from the beginning, too -- Gold Glove
catcher Charles Johnson
made his first error of the
seas ii On Kenny Locton’s
leadoff hunt, and Alex
Fernandez lasted just 2 2-3
innings in his shortest start
since 1995.
Nom, it will be the Marlins’
turn to prove they can recover from such a lousy loss.

ORDER UP A
SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
WITH MIMIS CAFE.
ANI and PM Serveril-lost Position Available NOW
No experie9g necessary. Apply in Person
:Monliru Son Thin to tiptn

L
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1200 LI Pasco Dc Saratoga
San Jose, CA 95 I 2C)

A Non Profit ( Orpnnt.on

Only a Custom Built
PC can give you
the latest Technology
and personalize
features for less.
.3-year warranty*
Free Consultation

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,

Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities,
Give the Gift of Life!
$3.000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

OPEN HOUSE
II) (K)

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996
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Lower health care costs
not linked to smoking

Heads up

Would health
BOSTON (AP)
costs go down if everyone stopped
smoking? Does cracking down on
underage cigarette sales make
teen -tigers smoke less?
If the answer to both questions
seems like an obvious "yes," think

ly front 11 percent to 13 percent.
Rigotti said that even a few
stores willing to sell to teen-agers
can supply many of those who
want to smoke. Furthermore,
stores that won’t sell to the decoys
sometimes still sell to youngsters
they know.
"There is no one silver bullet,"
said Gregory Connolly, head of
Massachusetts’ tobacco control
program. "Reduced access alone
won’t cure youth smoking."
Also needed, he said, are higher
cigarette prices, antismoking
campaigns in the media and
stiffer clean -air rules.
The other study in the journal
challenges the often -cited belief
that smoking drives up health
costs, since it contributes to cancer, heart disease and lung disease. While smoking clearly is
unhealthy, the study found it may
not cost more in the end, because
smokers die so much younger.
Jan J. Barendregt and others
from Erasmus University in the
Netherlands calculated that at
any given age, health care costs
for smokers are indeed as much as
40 percent higher than for nonsmokers. And if everyone quit,
health care costs would plummet
for a few years.
However, nonsmokers live an
average of about seven years
longer than nonsmokers, and
medical costs for the elderly are
high. So 15 years after everyone
quit, total health care costs would
level off at about 7 percent higher
for men and 4 percent higher for
women than they were before

"Reduced access
alone won’t cure
youth smoking."

again.
Two new studies support the

Robert Sernisi

(Left) Richard Pfiefer, a math and computer science professor. enjoys a break in the day
by juggling with Bill Robinson outside the Spartan Memorial Chapel.

Connolly,
Gregory
contrary view.
Massachusetts’ tobacco
economic
One looked at the
control program
impact if every smoker went cold
turkey tomorrow The conclusion:
Health care costs would drop for a
while but would then inexorably local tobacco sales laws were
rise for the simple reason that beginning to get strict enforcenonsmokers live longer.
ment, and three where the laws
The other study found that were not enforced, even though
seemingly
and
even with strict
underage sales were still illegal.
effective - enforcement of laws
"It looks like keeping teenagainst selling cigarettes to any- agers from buying cigarettes will
one under 18, teen-agers can still be more difficult than was first
get them easily, and they smoke expected," Rigotti said. "Even
just as much, if not more.
when 80 percent of merchants
Both works challenge simple
obeyed the law, young people said
assumptions about the causes and
they had little trouble buying."
consequences of smoking. They
The study was conducted from
were published in Thursday’s 1994 to 1996. In the enforcement
issue of the New England Journal
towns, stores were barred from
of medicine.
selling to youngsters under 18.
An estimated 3,000 children
But they did not have to ask for
take up cigarettes each day in the
an ID from everyone who looked
United States. Making cigarettes
young.
harder to buy is the cornerstone of
The researchers tested complia new effort by the Food and Drug
ance by sending 16-year-old girls
to
keep
them
out
Administration
into stores to buy cigarettes. The
of the hands of teen-agers.
girls could not lie about their age
The FDA rules, which went
or show fake IDs.
into effect last February, require
By the study’s end, 18 percent
stores to get photo identification
of the stores in the towns with
fi-oin anyone who looks younger
enforcement were still selling cigthan 27. A federal goal is to have
arettes to the decoys, compared
at least 80 percent of stores obey
with 55 percent in the other
the laws.
towns.
Nevertheless, such rules However, a survey of 17,603
which already existed in many
high school students found that
have received litcommunities
enforcement did nothing to contle testing to make sure they
trol teen-age smoking. Both before
work. So a team led by Dr. Nancy
and after enforcement, 15 percent
A. Rigotti of Massachusetts
of students said they had bought
General Hospital set out to comcigarettes within the past month.
pare high school students’ access
After
enforcement, the number of
to cigarettes in six Massachusetts
daily smokers actually rose slighttowns - three where state or

Save

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

64kst-i

$ 50
Icash back*

Color StyleWriter 4500
Now $274*"

AFTER REBATE

$300
ail.

cash back*

III

Power Macintostr6500/250
32/4GB/i2xco/multiple Scan 15AV
I2/Zip Drive/Ethernet/Kbd

Now $2,086 (or Us/month)**

AFTER REBATE

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

PowerBoole nioocs/133
16/16B/sxcD/L2/11 3" DSTN display
Now $2,o44 (or $38/month)** MIER REBATE

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

100

Spartan Bookstore
Hours: Mon-Thurs 8am-7pm
Fri 8am-5pm Sat loam-3pm
408/924-1809

cash back*
Power Macintostf5400/200
32/1.6GB/12XCD/Builtrin display/Ethernet/Kbd

Now it,656 (or $3/month) ** AFTER REBATE
Limited quantity available
041er expires October to. tste/. Prices reflect applicable manufacturer rebate valid from July 0.1997 through October to. 15797. No payment of IntentSt will be required tor on days interest accr.ne during the yo day period will be added to the principal and will bear Interest, which will be Included in the repayment srhed
ute tor example, tire month of May s. Ion, had an interest rate of t7.90% with an Annual Percentage Rate (APR/ of ,1 02%. A Monthly payment of S44.72 Mr the Power Macintosh 6500/250 system Man aratintato based on. total loan amount of Bx.ss) tic which includes a Sample purchase price of Sa.)86 and. 6% loan
origination fee interest is variable based an the Prime Rate.. reported on the 5th business day of the month in flth Wall Street lOutnel pith) It Spread of )996 The Apple Computer loan has an a year loan term with no prepayment penalty and Is Sulheirt to credit
Monthly payments may vary depending on actual
computer system genet. total loan amounts, state and local sales team and a change in the monthly variable interest rate 01997 Apple Computer. Inc All rights reserved Apple. the Apple logo. Man. MKIntOtto, Powerilook, Power Macintosh and StOeWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc OneStanner and
Waite*, are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple mall in rebate offer mild from luly 0. 997 through October in. 1997. ethlhe OUpplin last and subletr to availability Vold where prohibited by are See participating ’melte, for further rules and details All Macintosh computers are &Signed to be mcessibie to mdivw
uals alth dotahollty to learn more ill S only), call OM 60. Mott or ETV Boo 755 awl
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P/T DELNERY PERSON for small
furniture store, Must be available
Sat & Sun. Some heavy lifting.
Valid CDL and good DMV.
Knowledge of South Bay helpful
but not required. Approx. 25
hrs/wk, F/T during sem. breaks.
Contact Tracy at 294-7353 or
fax resume to 2944070.

EMPLOYMENT

RECEPTIONISTor parme
opportunities available. 1 year
minimum experience answering
phones, clerical duties involved.
Working knowledge of Word &
Excel are helpful. Fax resumes to
408/6531855, attn: Tammy or
call 6531515.

MANAGEMENT (408) 5784197
TOP MGRS MAKE S4000/MO.
No exp. req. Safety Corp. seeks
serious people to train into upper
level mgmt career opportunity. Not
multi-level marketing, FT/PT/E0E.
CHILDCARE, P/T, Sundays &
Weekdays, a.m, and p.m.: Willow
Glen United Methodist Church.
Fax resume and references to
408-2947917.

STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have all your expenses paid.
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Call recording (408) 271-6993.

EARN $14 AN HOUR
Referees needed. Full training
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
provided. Flexible hours. Call
Santa Clara Officials Association P/T Salad / Sandwich servers
9am-2prn, Mon. -Fri. Energetic &
408/241-9562.
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First tlet
TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary San Fernando.
& High School Subjects. Earn
$15-$20/hr. Call Jack or Joan DATA ENTRY, 59-812/hr. Strong
typing skills, accuracy more impor408/227-6685.
tant than speed. Attention to
detail, computer literate. Great
HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
Sports AL Moyle Memorabilia opportunity for entry level individual
looking for long term opportunity.
seeking
company
Expanding
outgoing, responsible & honest Pease fax reszne to 403/6531855
attention
fileueen or call 6531515.
people to fill sales positions.
Huge earning potential for
BICYCLE MESSENGER
aggressive sales people.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
proven
$1200 a weekend
Great for Students!
income. Hourly + commission.
Friday through Sunday only. Serving Downtown SanJose,
Inner City Express.
Call 1-714-547-2848 or fax
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
resume to 1-714-258-2521.
SKILLS COACH -Will provide
one-on-one training to individuals
with developmental disabilities
in the San Jose area. Must be
a high school graduate with
1. yrs. related experience.
$8.50$10.00/hr. DOE. FT & PT
available. Call Anaite Letona at
408/735-7890 or mail resume
to: COP 505 West Olive Ave.
#320, Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
RECEPTIONIST - PART-TIME
Need responsible student to
answer phones/set appts. for
local driving school, 2pm-6pm.
Personality a plus. 363-4182.
P/T 118 - $15. NEAR SJSU
Gen office jobs, mail, light typing,
phone calls for music events.
Cash Paid. AB Music. Call
295-6456, ASAP. Alumni owned!
NAT. INTERNET CO. seeks self
motivated indiv. to sell web hosting/design services in local area.
Prof. appearance and Internet
knowledge a must. Excellent
commission stucture. FT/PT. Contact John Howe W 800962-9351
or visit www.ions.net/designer.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED P/T.
M-Th. 1-6, for high tech start-up
firm in Fremont. Temp position
thru semester with possible
extent ion. Cheerful, organized,
attention to details a must.
Experience preferred. Good payl
Call Melissa 1-510-4403969.
DIAMOND BILLIARDS
Seeking: Conterperson/Cashier &
Waitress. Parttime, flexible hours.
Need to be: Friendly, outgoing
with strong customer service
skills and good work ethics. Apply
in person Mon. Fri. after 4prn.
4700 Almaden Expwy. Sen./rose
408/2667665.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Close to campus
Mornings, Afternoons or FT.
$7/hr, and up. 2-5 year olds.
High quality center.
571 N. 3rd St.
Lauren 286-1533.
SMALL EURO. STORE looking for
hardworking, energetic person.
warehouse
Job includes sales,
& delivery work, some heavy
lifting. Good hourly wage, flex
schedule. 25-40 hrs/wk. No
experience necessary, will train.
Contact Tracy at 294-7353 or
fax resume to 294-4070.
COPY OPERATOR -14P Speed
Color. Some Bindery work. Exper
fence preferred, but will train. Full
or part-time evenings. Must be
reliable. orgainzed, detail oriented, enjoy fast paced environment
& hare Teem Player Attitude. Fax
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
apply in person at AnzeGraphix
2 Market St. (downtown San Jose)
408/277-0700.
VETERINARY ASIIIISTNIT Camp
bell. 10-20 hours weekly. Friday
mornings a must. Some Sets.
57.00/hr. Call 3746114 Lisa.
Milos $17. per Vristare Welt
P/T FIevible. 7935106.
FuNobssol.com
http/ftnernbers.aol.com/visit4pay
/pativisits.Nm

PHONE:

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
P/T-Elementary Schools.
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
Degree cx Oedent al NOT Required.
year olds.
Opportunrty for Teacbrg Experience.
Flex PT/FT positions
Need Car.
Days. Eve, Weekends
Voce Mail: (406)287-417086. 408
MO 6 ECE required
ECE/AAE
Team environment
Benefits available
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
SCHOLASTIC RECRUITS
program. Background in Special
Enjoy your senior year.
Ed, Psychology, Speech, or 0.T.
Let us find your career!
desired. Experience preferred.
Call (888) 999-GRAD (4723)
510:00 to 815:00 per hour. Call
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS 8 AIDES Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari
Thinking about a career working 408-2942712.
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is VALET PARKING P/T nights &
now hiring for school -age child weekends for special eventt, tr
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino. Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas. Polite, well groomed & professional
Full &part-time positions available, attitude only. 19 years+, 8648
hours flexible around school. Fun per hour + tips. Call Mike at
staff teams, great experience 1-800825-3871.
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and $1,0005 WEEKLY?! Stuff
good training opportunities. envelopes at home for $2 each
Teachers require minimum 6 units plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
in ECE. Recreation, Psychology, $800+weekly, guaranteed! Free
Sociology and/a Physical Education. supplies. For details, send one
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408- stamp to: N-28, 12021 Wilshire
291-8894 for more information BI., Suite 552, Los Angeles, CA
90025.
and locations.

VALET PARKING for Hotel & Rest. TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Flexible schedules to ft yoix needs. sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Salary pus tips. 288-6159.
Flexible hrs, 9am.9pm. Downtown
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Elem. school -age recreation Hourly 5$ plus bonus. Media
program, P/T from 2-6pm, M - F Promotions 494-0200.
during the school year. Some P/T
11 EARN EXTRA CASH S
morning positions available from
up to $600/month!
approx. 7am-11am. F/T during
Become a Sperm Donor.
summer camp. Xint salary. no
Healthy
males, 19-40 years old.
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call Jaret at 354-8700 Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
x223. (Not available school year? Contact California Cryobank
PHONE INTERVIEWER, Long term. Call for summer employment: 1-650-324-1900. M -F, 8-4:30.
$8.75/hr. 30 hours per week. lifeguards & camp leaders).
Make quality calls using a script,
OPPORTUNITIES
pleasant phone voice. Will train. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Pease fax resume to 40E1/6531E155 Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
OWN A COMPUTER?
Attn: Maureen or call 6531515.
Students needed n re immediate
Then put it to work!
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
585043500+ FT/FT
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
School.
Free Details.
is hiring FT & PT teachers and International Bartenders
ortww.hbn.com. access code 5047
aides for their school age day
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
care programs in the San Jose
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Meetings
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
area. AM and PM hours available.
Wit. 27,28 & 08.4.5. Santa Clara.
Great for Students.
Get great experience working
Info: 408-379-2917, ask tr Jennie.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
with children! Units in Psych. Soc.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
Ii
7-7.
PAID BIG SU through your
Mon-Sun
person.
GET
Call
or
apply
408-379-3200 ext 21.
405286-5880. 555 D Mutian Awe. mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8-8 school Between Ste" Cats ad Partimoor. Teens! Do it now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey
seeks responsible individuals for beheld ite Cat aid Piety Store, Si.
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is htt cx/Avywa . net corn .corn/-pskim/
required. Previous experience with baked! Le Boulanger, family owned hbb.html.
children preferred. Please contact bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
outgoing individuals to join our EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks,
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Supervisors, and Assistant Man- Details 24 hrs. 1-407245-7393.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
agers 85-512 hourly, no experiGraves, Swings and Weekends
ence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Low key lob sites
REAL ESTATE
Will train
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Abcom Private Security
Mathilda. Sunnyvale. 94086. Call:
FOR SALE
4138-7749000 orFac 4065239810
106.2474827
RESIDENCE PLUS INCOME!
CITILINK PAGING IL CELLULAR
ATTN: FACULTY/STUDENTS...
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2129. healthy,
seeks full/part time sales
Live here & receive monthly rental
responsible, all nationalrties.
person, data entry, customer
income. Easy financing available
service & electronic technicians.
Give the gift of life!
on this restored victonan home
Call 408-4537243 or
53.000 stipend & expenses paid. only half a block from campus. 2
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
Batista Chnese &Japanese donors. stories plus finished basement,
large remodeled kitchen, 2 full
PLEASE CALL WWFC
JOBS AVAILABLE? Temp. FT/PT
800-314-9996
baths & more. Currently generating
Wcrk as recePtionist.
$1925/mo income. All this can
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
$1500 WEEKLY potential maring by yours! Call today. Mike Gordon,
South Bay locations.
ixr =Liars No Etoeitrice Req. Free Broker 510-426-8200.
Flexible. Pay starts 59 & up.
nfortnabonpazket. ail 4107838272
Ceraled Personnel. 719.1570.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your

ad here.

CAMPUS CLUBS

WORDPROCESSING

SHARED HOUSING

TUTORING

SKI WHISTLER Canada 11499.
January 11th - 16th. 515U Skl
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
bus, 4 day lilt ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282tilemail.Ssu.edu .

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408-2510449.

CUPERTINO 1BDRM/1BATH
$500/mo.-1/2 utilities NOnsmoker,
professional. 1-415-494-7914.

ENGUSH TUTOR 8 EDITING
Experienced wttn ’he needs
of Foreign Students
Credenttaled Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica I408t 978-8034.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projectsetc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for med/law sdlool. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Nam

After the fifiti day, rale increases by $1 per dgame.
First ilne (25 spaces) set PO bold for no extra
Up to 5 additional words available In bold for 63 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines:

$70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Five Add.=
Days
$13 Cay gisi.
$14
141.,1111
$15
$16
Send check or money order la
Spartan Deity Classifieds
Sir Jose State University
SanioseCAN192-0149

TUTORIAL CENTER
Math- Algebra- Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Computer: Wnoows
Basic -C
Engltsn. ESL TOEFL
Escnbir
Habiar
Leer
Spanish:
Call. Mike 408-298-7576
Ennui: n-,vera18288rtilacil corn

Daily
sswo

[JUIJUJUULICIUJEJUJUJUIDULJUCIIJUULICIULIU
1:11LICIUJUULIUULQUILILICIJUULIJUJUJUILICILIL)
LIDULICCILIULIULICIJUDLILLIUJLILIDLIUJLIULJU
ULIDULICILIIUJLILILIZILIUCILYJUL)L1LIULIJCILILICCI
Four
Days
$11
$12
$113
114

FOR RENT
211DR/A APARTMENT. $900/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts, 576 S 5th Sr
14081 295-6893

IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade, Consulting, Install, DOS.
INSURANCE
Windows, Win 95. Win, NT. Office,
HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
Internet, NetscaPe, Int BP/
Word,
AUTO
INSURANCE
job or body work done on your car?
Game or our Computers or Surf
Campus Insurance Service
At CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER,
the
Web
Ca ’A PLACE TO PLAY" at
Special Student Programs
we can help you. Call us at (408) PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
832 Malone in’ whoa Ger.. Open
Serving SJSU for 20 years
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student Theses, term papers, group
9am 9om, 7 days a week. Ceti
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers
projects. resumes, All formats.
Discount.
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser ’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers Roy 292 31F,7. Pager T3&5071
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Printer. Experienced. dependable.
AUTOS FOR SALE Quick return. Almaden/Branham -Good Student" -Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
area.Call Urdaat14081 264-4504.
FREE QUOTE
95 JEEP WRANGLER Excellent Please leave message. Ali calls
NO HASSLE
Condition. Stereo. Royal blue. returned porn ptiy.
OBLIGATION
NO
Certain advertisements In
Asking $13,500. Call 371-5188.
Also open Saturdays 9-2
these COIUMI11 msy refer the
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Term
reader to specific telephone
Graduate Studies, Thesis,
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
numbers or addr
for
COMPUTERS ETC.
additional information.
Resunes Al Formats, Specializing ’Low Down / Monthly Payment,.
’No Driver Refused
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Classified readers should be
TI-85 GRAPHING CALCULATOR
*Cancelled or Rejected
reminded that. when maldng
with manual and data cable. $85. Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp.
DGISuspended License
these further contacts, they
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Call Sunil @ 408/2236585.
Should require complete
PROFESSIONAL NORD PROCESSING. Accidents Tickets
Irnmediate SR Flings
information before sending
247-2681. Bam-8pm,
*Good Dryer Discount
money for goods or services.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
In addition, readers should
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES ’Non/Owner Operator
Bam 8pr- Monday 5.r..."Ja,,.
Professional typing for your term
carefully Inve.tlgate all firms
MEN 8 WOMEN
(408) 241-5400
papers, reports, letters. etc
offering employment listings
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Free Phone Quotes
orcoupons for discount
8 years experience.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
’Call Us Now
vacations or merchand I se.
Fast - Accurate Reiiable
or using chemicals. Let us perma.
nentty remove your unwanted hair. WP, MS Word. other applications. ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Hansen’s Business Services
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty 408-2643507 or 408-269-5156.
e-mail. keiah@earthiink.net
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price rf made before 12/31/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell,
SERVICES
(408) 379-3500.
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
grades when help is available?
Unwanted hair removed forever
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
Specialist. Confidential.
college teacher) can help you
Your own probe or disposable.
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
with research & writing. Fast,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
1 Dresynq
friendly, caring. conridentla[
247-7488.
h Shade tree
Convenient Peninsula location
r
10 Prinlyt,,,r,
OMMUM =MOM MOM
LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS Dissertation/ thesis specialist
14 Slep
100% Natural. 100% Guaranteed. Samples & references available
UMUOU MUMMM MMU
(},lphin hen,
Hear %tot a Doctor has to say! Free Chinese & other languages
MMOMM OMMMM OOM
Samples! Call 800-436-5617. 24 fr. spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
n1,111 ly
MUMO
=MOO
free tips, tools and ideas on
Am aderr,
OMMOOMM MMOMMOM
how to improve your writing.
-iii,
MOMMOM MORO
visit our user friendly Website
INSTRUCTION
20 Vi’,
at http://www.aci plus corn
OMOMO OMMOMMOMM
Deveicl o1 light
acillnetcom.com
Regular
e-mail:
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
MOM
OMMUM
MUM
An1.111ke
accepting students who wish to Or write: Daniel. POB 4489, FC CA
MMOOM OMMM MMOOM
hanker
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 94404 (ask for free color brochuei.
23 Seabird
OMMOM
EMMOMM
levels welcome: Beginning,
2,1 Highway
OMOMOMO MOMMOOD
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn THE GNOSTIC ORDER OFCHRIST
26Sigrtmer,nows
MUMMO
OM=
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock. Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Perhaft,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Book Cafe & Reiki Center
UMO MOURN ’IMMO
29 11,1rve-,1
Call Bill at 408-298-6124,
3483-95 So Bascom
MOM =IMMO MOM
’ION,,
Sundays 6:00Prn
(,I,’m.11/
MMO UMW MMUMO
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
14081978.8034
nrnp.in,
30 Years Teaching Experience
14 Mother s sister.
DOWN
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky WRITING HELP. Fast professional
15
1 M,.nrl,
Russian Trained Concert Pianists editing, rewriting, ghostwriting
36 1 heel,
Professors of Piano
Essays. metre’s. appiical,orm
make
40
o it .
National Teachers Guild Assn
statements. Proposals, reports.
w1111
e I.1
National Suzuki Assn.
etc. For more info, please call
01-4inge!, ,texti
.1,11e
part
Individual Piano Lessons
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
42 (Inv
tir,ntas,
Starting 1120/1a
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
41
Ii’
tot I
-ta
Call 408-241-6662 in Santa Clara
44 I Aller
I’’ F’ mlo tnir
armtfiel
fo, Az FIRST FREE lessorHrtervew.
1,1stener,
r Oak rt,ir
41-1 Decnr,ite, the
,
-

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
57
NI
$5
4 lines
$5
$10
Si
5 lines
$7
$11
SO
13 lines
$10
$12
$O
$1 for each additional line.

FAX: 924-3282

924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
?So cod.

Classified desk a located in Dwight Bentel Ha, Room 209
II Domaine: 1000 ism two weekdays before publeabon,
Al ads we prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads.
Balsa for conseaave publications dates only,
QUESTIONS? CALL. (4011) 824-3277

Campus Clubs’
Rote Hwang
Greek Messages
Srwed Mousing’
Events’
_ Reel EWA,
Annaricernents
Seemee*
Last and Faure’ _ Heal8si3esuly
Volunteers’
Sponelhals’
For Sale’
Insurance
kilo. For Sale’
Eraktarrnenr
Cornpiers Et
Travel
Wanted*
Tulortna
_ Employment
_Word Procsaing
_Opportunities
_Schaal*.

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Sparta Guide Hormel: Openly gay nominee
WASHINGTON (API James Hormel,
a wealthy Democratic donor from San
Francisco, would become the first openly
gay United States ambassador if the
Senate confirms him as envoy to
Luxembourg.
Relations
Foreign
Senate
The
Committee, chaired by conservative Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., previously recommended confirmation of Hormel as an
alternate delegate to the United Nations.
Asked about Hormel’s chances of confirmation for the European ambassadorial job, a
committee spokesman said Wednesday
Helms doesn’t generally comment on nominees before they get a hearing.
The Clinton administration has made an

TODAY
Daily Mass
The Catholit Campus Ministry
haf. irig I tail) Nlass Irian 12 05 to
in in the Itihn XXIII
Center For more informatiori. t all
linny ;it 938-1610

Lesbian, gay, bisexual meeting
’1’111. Le.hiaii. Gay Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance is having
every
meetings at 3 III p m
’l’Ittirr-tttt it) the Student
Pattie,. Room For more information. call Tim at 924-7820
’Eating Disorder’ support group

Spaghetti dinner
The Kappa Delta Sorority is
having a spaghetti dinner at 6 p.m.
at the Kappa Delta Sorority !louse,
278 S. Tenth St across from the
Business Classroom Building. For
more information, call Liz at 279WM.
’Weight Control’ discussion group
The Student Ilealth Center is
offering the "Weight Cont nil and
Wellness Group: an open fiirum for
discussing or listening to nutrition
and overall health topics " from
noon to 1 p.m in
Building, Room 208

the

Health

5.151 Health Center is offifring
"Eating Disorder Support Group"
every Thursday &ion 4.30 to 5 30
it it he Health Building, Room
208 For more information, call
Nancy Black at 924-6118.

Hispanic Business meeting
Business
II i span ic
The

Study group

information, call Marital 284-3667

Thi Black Alliance Of St11.11t1StS
intl Engineers are having a study
group from 6 to 9 pan every
Monday. Wednesday :Ind Thursday
in the Clark Library on the second
nom-

Recruitment fair
The Career Center is having an
"tin -Campus Recruit Incnt Fair"
Iron) 10 a.m. to :3 p itt in the
Student I!nom Barrett Ballroom
For more information, call t he
Career Resource Center at 924-

Pre-med club meeting
The Prif-nied Club is having a
guest speaker from 1 36 to 230
p itt in Duncan 11:111, Room 345 For
Shu
inforinatitm.
cid]
more
Katalura :it 938.0581

Listening Hour
The Listening IMur to pri.sentpw a duo -papa recital featuring
the 11111,1( III ’.11,ozard Milhaud and
[’indent. The I’vent wall be (rum
in. in the Nlusic
12 30 to I 15
Building Concert Hall For more
information, call 924-4631

’Happy Days’
The Recreation and Leisure
Studies is presenting "I lappy Days"
from 123(1 6. 1 30 p m at the
Seventh Street Plaza There will be
frvi. Mod. games ;ind tirlies For
more information. call Zolton at
923-1146

ICRIME

Association is having a guest
speaker at 5 p tic n the Student
Ifinon Council Chambers For more

’Night Life’
Campus Crusade Mr Christ is
having "Nigh Life" at 8 It m every
Thursday in the Student 1 ’mon
Costoinian Rttttnt. For more infOrmation, call Kristin Anderson :it
279-5549.

A car
Wednesday, Oct. 1
parked in the Seventh Street
Garage was broken into.

Monday, Oct. 6 -- A set of
speakers, a (7B player and CDs
were stolen from a car parked on
Fifth Street.

haviniz a "Gala Alumni Party"
from 330 to
It m. in the Student
Ifnitin Pacheco Room For more
information. call Kevin Johnson ;it
924-1576
is

It

A woman
Sunday, Oct. 5
parked in the Seventh Street
Garage had her purse and backpack stolen.

Measure your body fat
Th.. Department of Nutrition
and hunt Science will measure your
body fat using bowled neat imped
ante from 2 to 4 It m In the Central
Classroom Building, Room 103 For
noire infiirnuition. call Kini Roth ;it
924-:1110.

Sunday, Oct. 5 Personal items
and loose change was stolen from
a car parked in Spartan Village.
Sunday, Oct. 5
A seat was
stolen from a bicycle stolen from a
rack outside the Engineering
Building

’Day of Atonement’
Th,. Nation of Islam Student
Association is having a "Day of
Atonement" at 2 30 It m in the
Student Union 1,onia Pneta R011111
For more inhirmation, call Freddie
Muhammad at 1510. :i:10 5:369

WkT111

Two vehiWednesday, Oct. 8
cles were involved in a non -injury
accident in the Fourth Street
Garage

A fbmale
Monday, Oct. 8
Spartan Village resident received
an obscene phone call from an
unknown male.

’Gala Alumni Party’
Th,, Staff for Individual Rights

effort to recruit homosexuals, including by
employing a White House liaison to the
community. The White House announced
President Clinton’s nomination of Hormel
in a press release Monday.
Hormel sits on the board of the Human
Rights Campaign Foundation, the educa-

A man was
Friday, Oct. 3
cited fbr smoking marijuana in
the back of the Sigma Chi fraternity house.

1111.,,471. lM1iIS later left on the victim’s \ owe mail

Good Samaritan Medical Grim’,
having a brown hag lunch to dis
cuss the "Cold Facts About the Odd
and Flu" front 12 15 to 1 p.m, in the
Instruct lona! Resource Center.
Room 302 For more information,
call .losie at 924-2612

David Smith,
Human Rights spokesman

Wednesday, Oct. 8 - Two residents in Washburn Hall reported
receiving threatening phone calls.

Tuesday, Oct. 7 -- The window
ot a car parked in the Seventh
tf....t Garage was smashed. A

Brown hag lunch
Tho San Jose Modica! Group,

"The fact that Mr. Hormel
is gay is not relevant ..."

Friday, Oct. 3
A man was
cited for smoking marijuana in
the back of the Sigma Chi fraternity house.

Two vehiWednesday, Oct. 1
cles were involved in a non -injury
accident at the Tenth Street
Garage.
Wednesday, Oct. 1 Three students reported having their purses and wallets stolen.
Wednesday, Oct. 1 A student
reported the theft of a wallet from
the Health Building
Someone
Monday, Sept. 29
stole money from a tampon
machine located in the Art
Monday, Sept. 29 A battery
report was taken at Spartan
Village.
Someone
Monday, Sept. 29
stole money from a tampon
machine
located
in
the
Engineering Building.
Monday, Sept. 29 Someone
stole money from a tampon
machine located in Washington
Square Hall.

tional arm of the nation’s leading gayrights group.
"We don’t see this as an effort to bring
gays into high levels of the administration,
but as an effort by the president to bring
highly talented individuals into the administration," said David Smith, a spokesman
for the Human Rights Campaign. "The fact
that Mr. Hormel is gay is not relevant to
whether he can perform the duties of
ambassador or not."
Hormel, 64, has donated at least
$120,000 to party candidates and causes
since 1995. An heir to the Hormel Meat Co.
fortune, he sits on the boards of the San
Francisco Symphony and the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce.

Good Samaritan honored
LOS ANGELES (AP) Paul
Chepikian, an ordinary guy,
seems to keep stepping into
extraordinary roles from the
second 0.J. Simpson jury to rescuing citizens in distress.
"It’s wacky how these situations just sort of follow me
around," Chepikian said as he
was honored with the Health
Care Hero award this week for
saving a choking woman by
performing
the
Heimlich
maneuver.
Chepikian, who was an alternate juror in the Simpson civil
trial, came to the rescue of the
woman choking on popcorn at
the Hollywood Bowl, a man
having a heart attack at a theater, a woman and her granddaughter trapped in a crashed
car and, scariest of all, his own
fiancee choking on a piece of
candy at the movies.
"I asked her if she could talk,
and she couldn’t," he said of
fiancee Terry Mason. "That’s
the sure sign someone’s choking."
Chepikian performed the
Heimlich maneuver, grabbing
her from behind, wrapping his
arms around her chest and dislodging a piece of candy from
her throat. Then he helped her
to the lobby of the theater.
"I was a mess," Mason said.
"I was crying and drooling and
trying to catch my breath."

was stunned
Chepikian
when she asked to go back and
watch the rest of the movie
"Fargo."
"I said, ’You almost died. We
can’t go back in there," recalls
Chepikian. "But we went back
in. And for the rest of the film I
held her hand to make sure she
was all right."
His role as a Simpson alternate juror didn’t put him in a
life or death situation. But it
thrust him into his own lawsuit, which is scheduled for trial
in February.
Chepikian sued his bosses at
a pet food company for firing
him when he reported for jury
According
to
service.
Chepikian’s suit, they wanted
him to claim a financial hardship to escape serving in the
lengthy Santa Monica Superior
Court case. He said the firm
fired him from his job the day
after he was selected as a
Simpson alternate juror.
Chepikian’s award from the
Universal Care medical organization honored him for his
many good Samaritan deeds.
A 42-year-old New Jersey
native who worked as a hospital security officer as a teenager is trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation. He said
his friends joke about him starring in his own TV emergency
show.
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With Prepaid Cellular from GTE Wireless, you get a simple, clear way to stay in touch,
and you don’t have to worry about overspending your budget. When you run low on airtime,
you can simply buy more. There’s no annual contract, no credit check to sweat out, no deposit
and no monthly bills to pay.
So bring in your cellular phone to your nearest GTE Wireless store, or select kiosks,
including Kinko’s, Macy’s or Walmart. Or take advantage of our affordable prices on new
cellular phones. Call 1-800-483-0414 for GTE Wireless PrePaid airtime today.

no to contracts
no to monthly bills
yes to affordable

CEO

WIRELESS

1 800 483 0414
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